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Hello…. And welcome.
We are very very proud to bring you another banging issue
of Talking Carp… and as you have come to expect, this one
is packed to the rafters with articles, stories, hints and tips
to be picked up and some very tasty catch reports…. And
of course chapter 2 of Mike Spug Redferns sold out book
‘Carping Mad Vol.1’.. Talking of catch reports, as promised
to you on our Facebook page, we have joined up with Rod
Hutchinson and Bell Ball Cutter to bring one lucky reader
a nice prize every month simply for submitting your catch
reports…. So here goes…. Picked totally at random and the
very first recipient of the “Catch Of The Month” prize goes
to……
Drumroll….
Francis Donovan!!! Get in touch with us here and we
can pass your details forward to receive your prize.
Congratulations.
Now… remember folks, the lovely folks at Rod Hutchinson
and Bell Ball Cutter will be doing this every month SO GET
YOUR CATCHES IN !!
Email us brian.dixon@talkingcarp.co.uk
Or buggy@talkingcarp.co.uk
And mark the subject box “catch report” to be entered into
the draw. Simple.
Have a great month and remember… if you see the carp
getting their sexy on… leave them to it!!
Team Talking Carp.
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The Magical
Bayeswater
by
Scott Geezer Grant
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Scott Grant
After my trip to
Churchwood my next
session was going
to be at Bayeswater
Syndicate lake. This is
my third season and
the lake holds some
truly stunning carp but
doesn’t give them up
easily. I managed the
big fully on my first
season and due to
completing work on my
house last year it was
a wash out.
This season however
I will be going for it big
time, fishing the place
at every opportunity
that arises.
I had just finished a
week of early shifts
and decided to go
to the lake Friday
morning, the lake was
fairly busy Thursday
evening and come the
morning most of the
lads would be off to
work giving me a lot
more choice of swims.
With the car loaded I
was off at 05:30 nice
and early, the roads
were fairly quiet but

that didn’t stop me
driving like a lunatic,
I had butterflies… the
works.
Once through the
gate I drove down the
potholed path and
parked in the car park.
I grabbed my coat
and water bottle and
went for a walk round.
It’s a magical feeling
when you go through
the gate something I
cannot explain.
I could only see two
anglers on and they
were in swims 1 and 9.
I quickly checked my
weather app
and it said the
pressure was
1002, daytime
temperature
of 9oc with the
night being
6oc. The wind
was E/SE
which is bang
on for swims 1
and 9.
I stopped at
swim 1 and
Nathan was in
there he hadn’t
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caught anything or
seen anything. I carried
on walking round and
stood in swim 8 for
quite some time but the
wind was so cold, and I
didn’t see a single fish.
After completing a lap
of the lake,
I had to go with my gut
instinct and previous
form, this time of the
year the fish have
come from swims 1
and 9, so I decided that
swim 1 would be my
choice as it was now
vacant.
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Two barrow loads later,
and I could finally get
sorted and start fishing.
I grabbed the marker
rod and cast to an area
I found last year, a nice
gravelly patch in 12ft of
water, I found it on the
first cast… magic!!
I wound the marker
in and cast it again to
try and figure out how
big the area was, and
after another 10 casts
I couldn’t find the area
again.
With freezing hands
and being severely
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pissed off I put the
kettle on and had a
break.
After a lovely coffee I
resumed where I left
off after 3 casts I found
it. My game plan was
to fish two bottom bait
rods and two on zigs.
The first rod was baited
with a white nutjob pop
up with a generous
helping of glugged
10mm, 14mm and
18mm boilies along
with some crumbed-up
boilies.
As always, the lead

and bait were glugged
in the winter food dip
and cast out to the
area. Rod two was
fished the same but
towards the corner of
the island again on a
clean area. Rods 3 and
4 were fished zig style
with zigs of 3ft and
5ft, with black foam
glugged in the nutjob
winter dip. These were
cast out to open water.
With the rods sorted
it was time to get the
house and the rest of
my gear sorted.

The magical Bayeswater
An hour or so later I
was sitting watching
the water for any signs
of activity. Later that
afternoon the rain
started, and it rained
well into the night.
With a good night
sleep I woke up early
and peered out the
bivvy the lake looked
bang on for a bite, the
wind had changed to
a southernly and it
felt a lot warmer then
yesterday. I put the
kettle on for the first
mornings brew and sat
watching the water. At
around 07:00 o’clock
one of the zig rods
let out a single bleep,
I was quickly onto
the rod watching the
bobbin.
But nothing else
occurred so it was
most probably a liner.
The bailiff Steve
popped round for a
cuppa whilst on his
rounds, he loves this
place and he is a really
top bloke, he will help
you out wherever he
can.

One of your own as my
late Mum would say.
Steve left after about
an hour and I decided
to change one of the
zigs from 3ft to 4ft.
With zig fishing its just
about finding the depth
the fish are sitting at,
once you do you can
really have some big
hits.
With the rod cast
out just off the island
hopefully this would
snag a fish.
I checked the weather
app again and it stated
heavy rain from 11:00
o’clock, I checked it
30 minutes later and it
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was now saying no
rain.
At 12:00 o’clock I
decided to redo my lefthand rod fished on the
bottom, with dipping
the bait and lead it puts
more attraction down
on the bottom and with
the pressure low and
overcast I was hoping
the fish may want
a proper bit of grub
rather then black bits of
foam.
I had just cast the
rod out when the
heavens opened up
and it poured down!!
Whoever updates the
weather app needs a
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good kicking, absolute
dimwits!!
A couple of hours
later the rain subsided
and the sun made
a brief appearance
which made such a
difference, I rebaited
my other bottom bait
rod and re-dipped and
recast both zigs.
The angler in swim
9 went home and
another two anglers
turned up, the lake was
fairly quiet, and the fish
were still to make an
appearance. With only
a few hours of daylight
left it looks like it could
be a nighttime bite, well
the night came and
went, and I was up just
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weather only for it
to state no rain, but
45 minutes later the
heavens opened, I
waited for the rain
to fade then made
the dreaded task of
packing up. I looked
up to the sky and
said a little prayer for
my Mum, as it was
Mothers Day, I miss
her every day, if you
before sunrise, there
want some advice
was a mist across the
spend as much time
lake and the wind had with your Mum as you
turned Easterly (right
can, because one day
into my face). Not the
she will be with the
best wind especially as angels in the sky.
its still cold.
Whilst drinking
my first
morning coffee
I had a single
bleep on the
far zig rod,
with the black
chickens over
where I had
cast it they
had surely
taken a liking
to the black
foam.
Again, I
checked the

The magical Bayeswater
With a blank session
under my belt it was
time to lick my wounds
and make the journey
home. Hopefully it
won’t be long before Im
back over here.
Well two weeks later I
was meant to be going
to France, but with 6
of us on the trip and
only 4 swims available
I decided it wasn’t for
me, low and behold
with the week booked

off work there was
only one place I was
going and that was
Bayeswater.
My plan was to spend
the weekend with the
family and fish the
lake from Monday until
I got bored, I wasn’t
due back to work until
the following Tuesday.
Sunday evening
the car was loaded
ready for the off early
morning.
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I was up bright and
early and arrived at
the lake around 06:00
o’clock just as the
sun was coming up,
a beautiful sight to
behold.
There was only 1
angler fishing in swim 2
and although he hadn’t
caught anything a
couple of fish had been
out the weekend to Jim
in swim 1 and Phil in
swim 8. I walked
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round the lake and with
the weather still pretty
cold I didn’t fancy
swims 8/9. I checked
the weather app and
up until Wednesday
its going to be mild but
then the sun comes out
and the temperature is
going to be 28oc!!
Now I know from
previous seasons that
the fish come from the
area of swims 1,8,9
and with the weather
forecast to be sunny
and hot I decided to go
back into swim 1. The
swim gives me lots of
options especially with
the snags to my left
which the fish get in
when the sun comes
out.
After barrowing my
gear to the swim, I took
my time, first was the
rods and on this trip, I
decided to fish 1 rod on
the bottom and 3 rods
on zigs.
The bottom bait rod
was fished with the
re-released old skool
Skunk Oil a bait that
has been around for
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decades. A wafter was
fished over the top of
a lovely gravelly area,
just off the snags and
my other 3 rods were
going to be fished from
the main swim up to
the island with various
depth zigs.
With all the rods out

the house was set up
along with everything
else. The angler in
swim 2 had gone but
another 4 anglers had
turned up.
The lake is 9 acres
with 9 swims and it
seems when there

The magical Bayeswater
when there are a few
anglers on the fish
move about which is
good for everyone.
I sat watching the
water but didn’t see a
single fish, I had set
my alarm for 05:00
o’clock the following
morning an hour before
sunrise, as this is when
the fish will give their
presence away.
After a lovely kip the
alarm went off and I sat
watching the water with
a lovely coffee in hand.
The birds were chirping
the whole lake looked
alive, as I sat watching
a fish nutted out just
off the left-hand corner
of the island right over
where I’ve got a zig,
then another show,
then another my god
my heart was in my
mouth I must of seen
at least a dozen fish
show. As the sun
rose the fish stopped
showing but I knew
they wasn’t far away,
an hour or so later my
left-hand rod let out a
single bleep followed

by another, I wasted no
time and lifted the rod
and the fish was on.
My legs were like jelly
playing the fish and the
old chocolate starfish
was winking like a
goodun, I kept the
pressure on and after
a few short minutes
the fish was out in
front, the fish stayed
deep and when it did
finally hit the surface
it was a common. As
I slid the net under
the fish I let out an
almighty Booooom. I
peered down inside the
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net and was met with
a huge common….
OMG… could this be
the Coconut?
Richard was in swim 4
and he came around
along with the angler
in swim 6. The fish
was weighed and a
weight of 38lb 4oz was
recorded, then Rich
had even better news
he said it was “Baby
Coconut” I was over
the moon. The fish was
put in the floatation
sling whilst I sorted the
camera. Ten minutes
later Richard done
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the honours and took
some pukka shots
(thanks mate). It was
then a case of treat
and return her.
I was seriously on
cloud nine this was my
biggest fish caught on
a zig and it gave me
a lot more confidence
in using them. The
fish was absolutely
nailed in the bottom
lip, it amazes me why
they want to eat bits of
foam?
With the carnage over
a new zig was tied then
dipped and cast to the
same area, I just sat
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there in a daze looking
out over the lake with
a massive grin on my
face. This is certainly
a magical place with
stunning fish all hand
picked by the owner
Gary Bayes.
As the day wore on
a few more anglers
turned up, Richard
was off home and
his swim was taken
pretty quickly as were
another 3 swims.
As the evening came
the wind eased slightly
as it had been gusting
up 30mph during the
day.

I had a lovely
homemade dinner
(meatballs and pasta)
then settled down for
the night hoping one of
the rods would spring
into action.
My alarm was set for
05:00 o’clock the next
morning but would the
fish be showing in the
same area?
Find out in part 2 how
the session panned
out.
I would like to
thank the following
companies for their
products of which I use
in my fishing.
Www.galaxybaits.co.uk
Www.sharptackle.co.uk
Www.kudostackle.
co.uk
Www.hookedonbaits.
co.uk
If you’re out on the
bank stay safe, and
remember its only
fishing.
All the best
Geezer
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#PARTICLEPERFECTION

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT

HOOKEDONBAITS.COM
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The spectacular lake of dreams
that is Grenville lake.
by Paul Bennett

Paul Bennett
It’s some five years
since I first stepped
onto the banks of what
I now passionately call
the lake of dreams, the
phenomenal Grenville
lake. Having made an
appointment with its
creator Paul Ward and
being shown around
for the first time, it was
plainly obvious the
passion and hard work
that Paul had invested
in Grenville.
For me it was simply
love at first sight. As
I walked round with
Paul the lake oozed
excellence in every
department, from the
fishing platforms, the
thousands of shrubs
and trees planted,
the stunning wildlife
that now inhabit this
metropolis and not
forgetting the most
important aspect the
3 mile of otter fencing
that protects the very
special inhabitants that
reside in this 72 acre
gravel pit with depths
in excess of 40ft.

What a forethought
that has proven to be,
given to today’s issues
with the return of the
native otter. It being
my 5th consecutive
year and the last week
of Grenville’s season
before closing, I’d
already squared it with
Paul to do the last
5 nights before the
fish were to go about
spawning in peace,
with plenty of time
for recovery before
reopening in a couple
of months time.
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the A1 for my final trip
of the season before
the lake closed. Now,
I’m always confident
but never in my wildest
dreams did expect the
events that were to
unfold.

Having previously
made a few phone
calls to members
already on the lake,
I was hoping to get
a spot on one of my
favourite swims and
planed to arrive early
doors. So off I went,
car packed and ready
It was a very early
for an early start,
start as I made the 320 hoping to be first in the
mile round trip down
queue and give myself
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the best opportunity
of getting my first
choice swim. As I
drove down the track
it became apparent
that my efforts had
been rewarded, I was
indeed first in the
queue. Although, it
wasn’t long before
another member
pulled up behind me
and then the waiting
game began.

Paul Bennett

5 kilo of Mainline
hybrid and essential
cell boilies at range.
Having spoken to
other members, it
was clear that there
had been lots of fish
showing well in the
margins with one or
two being caught.
As my session
commenced it was
a case of two rods
long and one short,
this changed quickly
7 o’clock arrived...
as a small group
myself and the other of carp drifted past
member made our
me in the margins,
way to the lake and
so it was two rods
surprisingly we were short and one long.
the only two there
I quickly catapulted
besides those already out 3 pouches of
on the lake. All that
hybrid and essential
was left to do was for cell boilies and
each of us to choose chops over each
our spots. After
much deliberation
between peg 17 or
12 and a flip of a 50
pence piece (several
times I might add) I
decided on peg 12,
so camp set up and
a quick cast around
with the marker rod.
I then deposited

rod, which were
baited with my usual
Mainline Pop-Ups
on my ever faithful
Combi multi rigs
and hand sharpened
size 6 hooks. It was
now late afternoon, I
was just getting my
self settled in when
a fellow member
Wayne Earlam came
over with the news
that he’d just landed
a lovely scaly mid 30.
He asked if I could do
the photos so I reeled
the rods in and made
my way to his swim.
On returning to my
swim, I recast with a
further three pouches
of chops over the two
margin rods before
cooking my tea -
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homemade burgers
from my daughter,
lovely! Suddenly
my left hand rod
gave out a series
of bleeps from the
Delkim. I thought I
was away but was left
disappointed. Pike,
I’m thinking as this
happened a couple
more times with the
same outcome.

Eventually I started to
get the upper hand,
with steady pressure
I began to win the
battle. After several
more powerful runs
in the deep margin
it finally rolled, I
knew that this was
a good fish possibly
a 40 I thought. Once
I got the fish in the
net, I was able to
take a better look
and soon realised
how big it actually

Anyway back in
the bivvie, stove
on and burgers
was. As I went
cooking away nicely,
I received a single
to lift it from
bleep on my right
the water in
hand rod which then
melted away with
the recovery
a full blown take.
It soon became
apparent that I was
attached to decent
fish as it took 30
yards of line off
a tight clutch and
powered off down the
reed fringed margin.
As I struggled to put
the breaks on, this
continued for what
seemed like an age.
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sling I knew
this was no
40. I quickly did

a rough weigh and
the scales went past
the 50lb mark. I then
phoned the creator
of the phenomenal
Grenville Lake, Paul
Ward to inform him
that I had caught a
good fifty.
Fellow member
Wayne Earlam was
soon on hand to
help me do a proper
weigh, the scales
settled at 59lb 1oz
and it was confirmed
that not only had I hit
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a new UK PB and my
second UK fifty but I’d
also smashed the lake
record out of sight,
to say I was feeling a
little euphoric could be
more understated. I
mean it’s not everyday
you go and bank a
near uk sixty is it !!!
After speaking to Paul
Ward again the rest
of the cavalry arrived
in the shape of long
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standing
syndicate
member Phil
Calloway
who
immediately
gave me a
very Carpy
man hug
and Paul
Bowers.
Between them they did
a fantastic job with the
photography, videos
and sharing the special

moment with me as I
was completely blown
away.
Over the rest of my

The spectacular lake of dreams
session I kept a steady
trickle of Mainline
Hybrid and Essential
Cell boilies going in
working the swim,
the rewards kept on
coming as I went on to
net a further four Carp
at 37lb 15oz, 37lb 9oz
(stunning scaly) as
well as a couple of 20’s
and of course plenty
of photographs of the
local wildlife which
is always a big part
of my time spent on
the bank where ever
I may be. And so the
curtain came down on
yet another incredible
season that will live
long in the memory on
the lake where dreams
do come true...
Many thanks once
more to Paul Ward
the creator of what
is in my humble
opinion the best Carp
syndicate lake in the
country bar none as
well as Mainline Baits,
Handmade Carp
Leads, Rhinotech and
J Precision Hooks.

Last but not least the
members old and
new that I’ve had the
good fortune to have
shared the bank with,
helping make those
special memories on
this phenomena that is
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Grenville Lake, where
a dream is but a cast
away...

Paul Bennet
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Gary Lowe

The Quarry
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NEW BIVVY LITES

THREE

NEW

MODELS

COMING

SOON!
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The British Carp Cups

I started marshalling for the British Carp Angling Championships
around 2007 when Carp Team England Manager Rob Hughes
was the owner.
I first met him whilst fishing the events with my angling partner.
Rob eventually sold to Simon Bennie and I stayed on as a head
marshal running both singles and pairs events.
I continued in that role until the end of 2013 when myself and my
wife Belinda started British Carp Cups Ltd. We pride ourselves
on forward thinking and started Ladies singles and pairs events
along with the very popular Mixed Carp Cup, which is usually our
end of year closer. This year all three of those events sold out
and have competitors on waiting lists.
I have marshalled in Europe for the European Carp Angling
Championships at Abbey Lakes and Ross Honey’s Worlds Carp
Classic at Madine. This year is the 20th Anniversary of the WCC
which I will be fishing myself on the mighty Madine.
Myself and my wife are keen carp anglers but also enjoy fishing
for other species as well.
Last year I was very proud to be asked to marshal the Home
Nations between England, Scotland and Wales on Linear
Fisheries and I must of done something right as I have been
asked to continue into the future.
We have revamped our British Carp Cup with a new look final at
Barston Lake in October.
Anybody is welcome to enter our competitions, Check our
website for more information and current availability. There are
still places available on most of the qualifiers.
Mick Coxon British Carp Cups
www.britishcarpcups.co.uk

Qualifier 3

Pool Bridge Farm
Qlake
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‘It’s nice to be back at
this popular Northern
venue where we
have previously held
a couple of televised
finals. The water was
still cold but fish were
showing around the
lake so things were
looking good for a few
bites. The first hooter,
which signified baiting
up and marking went
at 11am on Friday
followed by the second
hooter an hour later
and we were off.

The British Carp Cups
It didn’t take very long
for the first fish to
grace the bank which
was a 28lb 8oz mirror
to venue experts
Darren Wilcox and
Jason Trought. The
same pair who came
6th out of the draw
bag and went in peg 8
had the next two fish
and by evening were
in a fairly comfortable
position as no one
else had caught. The
temperature dropped

significantly following
the 3rd fish and there
was nothing more
caught until Saturday
morning when Steve
Carrie and Nick
Davies came onto
the scoreboard with a
nice common of just
over 20lb. The rest
of the day passed
without incident until
the sun came out in
the afternoon. This
seemed to have the
desired effect and
produced 3 fish in a

The British Carp Cups
little under two hours.
The first one fell to
the rods of Ste Alford
and Dean Crust, peg
11, and now meant
we had a top three.
The second fish was a
new 30lb common and
took the scales round
to 33lb 8oz. Being a
new 30 the capture
was allowed to name
the fish. It was caught
by Carp Team Wales
manager, Nick Davies
who decided to name
it Taff. The final fish of
the flurry was another
for peg 8, which helped
to consolidate their
lead.

hours of darkness
produced no fish.
Well at least I was
getting an undisturbed
peaceful nights sleep.
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the lake they were
obviously not on the
munch as I witnessed
the anglers trying
everything in their
armoury to no avail.
Sunday morning saw
The fish that were
Steve and Nick, peg 4, caught had leeches on
adding a third fish to
them, which makes me
their tally. Cliff Kemp in think they were only
peg 13 dropped a fish just waking up from
just as it was about to
their winter stupor.
be netted and as bites That was the last of the
were at a premium he action and although
thought his chance
this event wasn’t as
had gone. He needn’t
prolific as previous
have worried as shortly year’s on the Q we
after his partner, 2015 still had a result and
BYCAC champion
another three pairs
Daniel Price, landed a through to the new look
17lb 1oz mirror to put
final at Barston on 5th,
them in 3rd place.
6th and 7th October.’

Saturday night followed
the same pattern as
Although fish could be
Friday and again the
seen cruising around
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The British Carp Cups

Qualifier 4

Newbridge Lakes
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This match was
another victim of our
unpredictable British
weather. Friday
produced only two
fish, which was good
considering the very
cool air temperature
and the fact that it
rained continuously
introducing even more
cold water into a lake
which was far from
warm in the first place.

The British Carp Cups
morning and were
in first and second
place. Just before 9pm
Saturday, Micah Judah
and Jonathan Fisher
in peg 5, called to say
they had a small one
that they thought was a
weigher. By the time I
got to the peg they had
2 fish on the bank. The
first was 5lb 9oz and
the second 15lb 11oz
putting them in third
place behind 4 and 8.

pushed Lee and Alan
down to second. With
a little over two hours
of this event remaining,
Micah and Jonathan
had their third fish
which moved them up
into second and the
guys from peg 4 down
to third. This left them
a little nervous as they
had dropped a few
fish during the match.
The Fletchers were
also looking over their
Saturday faired rather
shoulders as they were
better and the rain
On Sunday morning
only in the lead by a
abated apart from the
the Fletchers brought
pound and a half. They
odd shower. There was the biggest fish of the
needn’t have worried
still a cold wind but at
weekend to the scales, as there were no more
least seven fish graced a 22lb 4oz ghostie
fish out before the
the bank. By the time
common, which gave
hooter at noon ended
darkness came we
them the lead and
the match.
had six pegs on the
scoreboard. There
were two more fish out
Sunday which decided
the three qualifying
places for the final.
Lee Bateman and
Alan Shooter in peg 4,
along with father and
son duo, Shane and
Lee Fletcher in peg
8 registered fish on
Friday and Saturday

The British Carp Cups
There was a charity
match on the lake at
the weekend before
ours and forty` fish
came out including a
30lb +. I believe the
majority of them were
caught on the surface
due to the summer
like conditions. What
a difference a week
makes !

Saturday night to
determine the correct
depth. Third place was
taken by new boys to
the carp match scene,
Lee Bateman and Alan
Shooter in peg 4, they
came 6th out of the
draw bag and ended
up with two fish for
28lb 14oz. The first on
a zig in open water and
the second to the far
Shane and Lee
margin tree line with
Fletcher came third out a popup. This method
of the draw bag and
seemed to work as
selected peg 8 where
they had several takes
they won with three
but only managed to
fish for a total of 49lb.
land the one.
The first was caught
on a zig and the other Brothers Darren and
two on snowman rigs
Dean Queen in peg 2
in the near margin.
had one fish for 17lb
Micah Judah and
5oz. Dan Robson and
Jonathan Fisher came Darren Godman in peg
out last in the draw
7 also had one fish
and ended up in peg
for 16lb 2oz.
5 through no choice of Liam Severn
their own. However
and David
they managed three
Staniforth in
fish for a total of 37
peg 6 took
and a half pounds
the final
and took runners up
place on the
spot. All three fish
scoreboard
fell to adjustable zigs
with 14lb 6oz.
which took them until
Wayne Finlay
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fishing on his own as
his partner couldn’t
make it gave it his best
shot all weekend in
difficult circumstances,
but unfortunately
ended up fishless as
did Jack Lamb and
Brian Byford. Although
in amongst the Bream
they caught they did
manage one carp
which was just under
the minimum 5lb
weight requirement.
The usual favoured
pegs at this venue
didn’t even make
the podium on this
occasion. Only two of
the pairs didn’t catch
and we had a total of
11 fish out during the
competition.
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The British Carp Cups

Qualifier 6

Albans Lakes
Willow Lake
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Another good event
for the second week
running on this
popular ever present
water in our BCC
competitions. Our
reigning champions,
Richie Collins and
Kevin Locke took
victory with 435lb
12oz. Runners up
were Richard Blackwell
and Luke Boughen
on 166lb 11oz. In 3rd
place Kevin Grout
and Natalie Quint
finished on 131lb 3oz.
Those three pairs go
into the new look final
at Barston in early
October.
Father and son duo,
Robert and Valentin
Tutu were pushing
hard in 4th with
108lb 7oz. England
international, Neil
Rivers fishing on his
own as partner, Chris
Holmes had other
commitments was
5th on 73lb 5oz. 6th
were Nash pairing,
Jack Meyer and
Lewis Swift.7th was

The British Carp Cups
Junior Carp Champs
owner Neil Richards
and partner Jamie
Standbridge. Last but
not least were Thomas
Bottyan and Steve
Steierlein.
It was a fantastic
weight for the winners
but 2nd, 3rd and 4th

places all brought
over a ton plus to the
scales making a total
in excess of 1,000lb
Every pair caught
fish and it was pretty
good weather with the
exception of the rain
on Saturday, which
the fish didn’t seem to
mind.

The British Carp Cups
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There are still a few places left on the final 2
qualifiers - Branston Water park and Clear water
Fisheries. This is your last chance to enter this
year. Contact Mick or Belinda Coxon at
www.britishcarpcups.co.uk
for more informaion or to book your place.......
what are you waiting for!!

Old Mill, Oak Lake

“This turned out to be
a slower match than
expected but none
the less the fish were
fairly evenly spread
out. Friday saw a few
fish grace the bank but
Jane Henthorns 11lb
11oz common was
the pick of the bunch
and put her in an early
lead.
Saturday started with
a few fish early in the
morning and then
tailed off until around
8pm when quite a few
pegs were playing
fish at the same time.
Elaine Taylor, our
2015 champion, had
a brace of commons
for over 25lb which

took her right up
there. Jane Henthorn
banked a 25lb 7oz
mirror, which ended
up being the biggest
fish of the event and
kept her at the top
of the scoreboard by
some margin. There
were also a couple of
stockies caught during
the same period by
Theresa Biggs and
Dee Mason-McMahon
in adjoining pegs.
Sunday saw some
more action with Kellie
Margerrison, our
defending champion,
landind a 21lb 11oz
mirror to put the
pressure on Jane who
responded by adding

a small stocky to her
tally.
In the end Jane held
on to become our
new champion with
3 fish for 42lb 10oz.
Runner-up only 3lb
8oz behind was Kellie
Margerrison and third
place was eventually
taken by Elaine Taylor
on 27lb 12oz but she
was being pushed hard
all the way by Paula
Marriott who finished
with 21lb 2oz and Lyn
Worster on 21lb 10oz.
It was a good tight
match which saw 10
out of the 14 ladies
competing registering
fish. With both the air
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and water
temperatures on the
up it appeared the fish
were getting ready for
spawning. We are back
on Oak Lake for our
next match for BCC Q7
in three weeks, so we
will see if that was the
case.

The British Carp Cups

home on Saturday
afternoon due to
personal reasons. After
much deliberation Jane
decided to stay and
the rest as they say
is history. Saturday
evening saw her land
the biggest fish of
the weekend, a lovely
25lb 7oz mirror and
Jane is a worthy
Sunday lunchtime
champion who despite she became the 2018
getting a recent call up Ladies British Carp
to England nearly went Cup singles champion.

As I write this report in
my bivvy at Kingsbury
Water Park, Jane
is representing her
country at Drayton
Reservoir against the
Welsh ladies. Well
done Jane on your
victory it was very well
deserved and lovely to
be a part of. You are a
popular champion.”
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Chapter 3 only in next months
Talking Carp !!!!
You can buy ‘SPUG’S’ latest book carping Mad 3
by clicking the link below
www.mikespugredfern.com/carping-mad-books

A N E A S Y WAY O F W R A P P I N G
U P86F R O M T H E C O M F O RT
O F Y O U R B I V V Y / B R O L LY

RRP £139

WINTER SALE PRICE

£89

A NEW GENERATION FOR CLIPPING UP YOUR DISTANCE
• Simple to operate with on-screen instructions
• LCD screen lights up for night ﬁshing
• Operates from the comfort of your chair/brolly/bivvy
• Right or left hand operated
• Can recall up to three individual rod memories
• Auto power oﬀ, if not in use
• Easier and quicker than using distance sticks
• Screw-oﬀ handle can be stored in supplied protective case
• Unique opening spool to take your end tackle

NO MORE WRAPPING IN THE RAIN OR DARK

*patent pending

Willows Magic
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by Sam Airey
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Well bank time hasn’t
been that great this
year for me due to
work ,so when I got a
week off last minute
there was only one
thing I was doing !!

Willows Magic
was the first one there.

The gates don’t open
until 9 so I stood at the
fence and looked down
the lake to see what
pegs were free.
I noticed that one side
With fish starting to
of the lake was a lot
spawn on certain lakes busier than the rest
around the country I
and saw there were
decided to stay local
4 pegs free all next
and managed to get a to each other on the
48 hour slot on erics
opposite side.
willows as I hadn’t
It didn’t take long until
been on for a couple of I saw a fish show in
years.
one of the empty pegs
Armed with 10kg of
, then another and
Mainline’s activ 8 I
another.
arrived at the gates at At this rate I was
6am and was amazed I itching for the gate to

35lb 4oz

open and get round to
the peg before anyone
else did.
At 9am I shot round
to peg 18 and set up
camp .
I sat watching the lake
for half hour watching
fish show all over the
middle of the lake.
I decided to just chuck
3 zigs out to the middle
of the lake to start off
with hoping I wouldn’t
push the fish away.
By 6 a clock and
numerous recasts
nothing had happened
even though there

Sam Airey
were fish there.
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pop ups on the spot I
had found earlier.

left rod was away.
Straight away I could
I then had a chuck
tell this wasn’t no
around with a marker
At 4:30 the next
stockie and after a
rod for 40 minutes
morning my middle rod 15min battle i managed
before I found a decent was away and after a
to net a chunk of a
sized shallow clear
short battle I netted a
mirror at 35lb 6.
area in 3 foot of water little stockie of around After a few shots she
and put some bait on it 8lb.
went back and I got
.
Back went out the
the rod back out and
rod and as I was just
topped up with a few
I didn’t want to put
getting back into the
more spombs.
much out to start
sleeping bag the same
off with in case they
rod was away.
About half an hour later
weren’t up for it so
Another stockie of
my middle rod was
decided to put 3 kg
around 12lb was
away and again this
of activ 8 chops and
returned and back
wasn’t no stockie.
crumb with corn and
went out the rod.
In the net she went and
hull particles chilli
It was another chunky
hemp and put all 3
It then went quiet until mirror at 36lb 2.
rods on 15mm activ 8
around 10am until my

32lb 10oz
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I was stood talking
to the bailiff for a few
hours telling him the
day couldn’t get any
better when my right
rod was away !!
I couldn’t believe the
weight on the end of
my rod and after a very
nerve racking fight
and a few f words Paul
the Baliff netted this
absolute monster of a
mirror carp.
I looked in the net and
couldn’t believe the
size of this carp, he
then shouted out its 3
scale and I knew that

Willows Magic
was the biggest fish in
the lake and knew it
hadn’t been caught for
quite some time .
A few other anglers
had gathered around
with all the noise and
even though she was
down in weight we got
her weighed at 56lb 2
and a new uk pb for
me .
After a few shots we
decided to put her
back and I just spent
the next 2 hours
doing nothing really. I
eventually got my rod

back out and topped
up with bait and I didn’t
have to wait long until
my left rod was away
again , another Chunky
mirror of 32lb 10.
I got the rod back out
just before dark and
decided to hit the sack
exhausted . It went
quiet for a few hours
until 1:30am and my
middle rod was away .
This time was just a
low twenty mirror , I got
the rod back out and
got some sleep .

36lb 4oz

Sam Airey
The next morning
I woke up and the
weather had changed
for the worse .
I had to be off for 12
and the rest of the
morning just went quiet
with little activity seen.
I packed away in the
pouring rain with not a
care in the world after

56lb 2oz P.B.

yesterday’s success.
12 a clock came and I
headed for home one
happy man.
Sam
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ACA Bank Buddy ONLY £27.99

The ACA Bank Buddy is a waterproof wireless speaker that has been designed and
built with outdoor adventures in mind
A GREAT ADDITION TO YOUR KIT !!!!!!!!!!!!!
PRODUCT FEATURES INCLUDE :
Blue Tooth Connectivity
Hands Free Call Facility
Two Way Control
AUX Input to play DVD’S etc
Built In FM Radio
Shock and Waterproof

Get Yours Now at http://acaproducts.co.uk/?product=aca-bank-buddy
100% of all profits from the sale of Bank Buddy goes to Charity.
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ACA Thermal
Trousers
100% Waterproof

Wind-proof &
Breathable
Fleece-lined.
Super stylish and very
comfortable outdoor
waterproofs.
This modern
Peachskin fabric is
essentially a hi-tech,
synthetic version
of traditional moleskin clothing. It is beautifully soft to the touch and ACA have
combined it with a complimentary, lightweight Taslan-type synthetic shell on the seat
& knees to produce a very elegant outdoor set.
Ideal for: Fishing, Shooting, Hunting, Walking, Working, Spectating, and loads of
other outdoor activities.
Overtrouser features: with..
Elasticated Waistband & Press-stud Fastener.Velcro Adjuster to fit bottoms snug
around boots.Reinforced Taslan to Knees and Seat.2x Side Hand Pockets.2x
External Patch Pockets.
Available in Sizes:

Large, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Now available In assosiation with NAVITAS
!!!!!!!!
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check the ACA website for more information
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The Park Lake BY
Gary Milky Lowe

The Park Lake
This month is a bit
different, I am going
to start off by telling
you a little bit of what’s
been going on. I’ve
started a new job, I am
now in charge of the
media side of things
for a company called
Let’s Get Fishing…
they own TASKA and
KRYSTON and will be
distributing a few more
companies but I can’t
say who yet, so my role
will be to get a team
of blokes together, so
we can promote all the
companies on social
media. It’s going to be
a very interesting year
and I can’t wait so I’ve
been going up and
down the motorways
every week to the
office, but I’ve still
managed to get a few
nights in. One of the
lakes I’ve been fishing
is a no publicity water
with some massive fish
in there, and I caught
one as well. I can talk
about the lake, but I
can’t show any pictures
of the fish… sorry.
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was only two swims
that you could fish
that gave you access
to the out of bounds
so I knew they would
be taken, so I thought
I will get as near to it
as possible. I got the
bucket out the car
and went on a walk
round. I came across
the first swim and yep
there was someone
in It, he was asleep,
so I carried on round
just to have a look and
there was loads of
fish swimming around
in the shallow out of
bounds… some right
lumps too. I carried on
round just to have a
chat with the other guy
when I got the gate
swim which covers the
other side I couldn’t
believe it …the swim
was empty! I put the
bucket down there and
then now that swim
was mine.

This lake is not big it’s
only about 12 acres
in size and it has 14
swims and one island
in the middle, it also
has a lot of reeds all
the way round and
pads up one end. In
the summer this lake
gets really weedy and
doesn’t give up its
jewels easy, as it also
has an out of bounds
area in one corner, so
the fish have some
where to rest. It had
only done 3 fish this
year so far, the biggest
was a 31 common.
Now that was a baby
for this lake… I knew
it would do a few
more fish before they
spawned and I was
yet to get a take or get
anywhere near where
the fish were holding
up , so I had two days
planned to fish there
and I couldn’t wait to
get the rods out, well
after a long journey I
when I looked up the
arrived at the lakes car lake I could see the
park and there was two other lad he was in the
cars parked and there
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island swim, he must
have seen something
to be up there I thought
but left him to it and
rushed back to my car
to get my gear. I soon
had my gear all set
up… two rods with cast
as tight as i could to
the rope that stopped
you going into the out
of bounds area, the
rigs on these two rods
were Ronnie’s with
a mainline diamond
white pop up on as
these were nice and
visual and would stand
out above the cell
freebies I was going
to be putting out.
The other rod had a
Ronnie on it but with a
mainline fruitella pop

Gary Lowe
up and would be cast
under an overhanging
tree close down the
margins and again
some cell as freebies.
The day went without
seeing any fish my side
of the rope, they just
didn’t seem to want to
come out of there. I
watched them all day
swim up to the rope
them turn and swim
back, I was just hoping
that during the night
some of them might
come out.
Well I sat there right
up until it was too
dark to watch the
area around the out of
bounds then I got in
my sack and nodded

off. I woke up in the
night and decided
to have a brew, and
during that time I heard
a fish crash down by
the island so some
must have moved out
so I might be in with
a chance before they
made their way back
to the safe area, well
I drifted off back to
sleep and I woke up
just as the sun was
coming over the trees
and yes not even a
bleep… I walked down
and looked into the
out of bounds and yes
there they were, just
swimming around as
if they hadn’t een out
of there. Back at my
bivvy I had a brew and
made myself some
breakfast and just
hoped that one would
slip up, but they had
other ideas during the
day by doing what they
normally do and stay
out the way. They day
went quickly as all I
did was walk back and
forth watching the fish.
I decided to have an

The Park Lake
early night, just as it
got dark and had my
fingers crossed for
a bite. Again, I woke
up in the night and
decided to have a brew
again. I was awake for
about an hour and I
heard a few fish crash
just up from me so it
looked like a few more
had moved out.

fish and it felt it the
way it was just using
its weight, but very
slowly I gained line
and was winning and
a few minutes later it
was in the margins and
still staying deep and
going from left to right.
I still hadn’t seen it yet
and it was just getting
light and I was like a
nervous wreck then I
Well I fell back to sleep got a glimpse of it….
and it only felt like it
I saw a big wide back
was seconds when I
come up. Now I knew
had a few bleeps on
it was a really good
the rod near the rope.
fish and a few minutes
I was up and sitting on later and a few gulps
the edge of my bed
of air she was mine.
when it melted of i was All I could do was
soon on it was had the look in the night and
rod under the water
a few choice words
trying to keep the line
away from the rope
as the fish made its
way in the safe area
and the snags that are
there, well after a few
minutes I had it under
control and out of the
danger zone and it was
just plodding around
in open water, now my
knees were like jelly as
this could be a good
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were shouted out as
I couldn’t believe the
size of it.
I phoned a mate of
mine that fishes the
lake to do some photos
and he was soon in
the swim and staring in
the net and his words
were “You got it mate…
the big one is in your
bloody net!” That was
it I was jumping around
and shouting when
the lad that was up by
the island turned up, a
few handshakes and it
was time to weigh her.
We put two mats down
and got everything else
ready, we pushed a bar
through the scales
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to get an accurate
reading. The last time
out she went 48lb, so
I knew she would be
up there, we watched
the needle go around
and it finally stopped
on 46lb 6oz... a bit
down but I didn’t care!!
A good few photos
were taken, and we
watched her swim off
into the depth and
make someone else’s
day. A few cups of tea
and i was on my own
i had a few hours left
but decided to pack
up and go home. I had
a result, so the long
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journey home was
going to be a lot easier.
My next session was
going to be on the
local park lake near
my house the following
Tuesday, well that
morning I turned up in
the college carp park
that’s next to the lake
and walked through the
bushes to the lake and
walked around the lake
just looking for fish. I
got most of the way
round and didn’t see
anything, so I stopped
at peg 1 where there
was a member who
had been there all

night, he lost one in the
night off the bar that’s
in the swim. After a
chat I carried on round
the lake to where they
feed the birds off the
concrete swim that we
are not allowed to fish
from and there was
loads of fish there.
The nearest swim to
this area is about 190
yards away and there
was someone on there
so most people use
bait boats to reach it
but I don’t use them
and I know that all the
fish don’t stay in that
area, they make their

The Park Lake
way down the tree line
towards that swim, I
walked round to swim
18 that fishes that area
and was speaking
to the lad there and
he had one. After we
done the photos he
said he was going
so I thought I would
go in after him as the
fish were in the area.
I walked back to the
car park and loaded
my barrow and made
the short walk back
to the swim. The guy
left a short while after
and I set my gear up in
quick time. The swim
has a long island to
the left of the swim that
runs about 130 yards
down and on the right
trees hang over all the
way down to the bird
feeding area where
most of the fish are.
One rod was cast to
the right to a big willow
at about 130 yards
on a Ronnie rig with
a Mainline diamond
white pop up as bait. I
used the Taska venda
throwing stick to get

some 18mm cell out
there. The left-hand
rod was going to go at
about 100 yards to the
end of the island that
has a white pole and
a big artificial heron,
the type of thing you
get in a country park,
and the middle rod was
cast about 40 yards
into a silty area straight
out and again more
Mainline cell around
it. Once all three rods
were out and the
house up I sat down for
a nice brew and watch
the water.
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as I was knackered,
and I needed some
sleep. I didn’t get much
sleep during the night
as I had 3 fish. Two
doubles and a 22lb
which I was well happy
with. All 3 fish came
from the willow which
just proved that they
do move away from
the bottom of the lake,
well by the time I had
sorted the 3rd fish out
it was getting light, so
I didn’t bother going
back to sleep, I just sat
up watching the water
and the fish jumping
down the bottom. I
I had a few visits from thought that would
members during the
be it, they had moved
day and we watched
back. I was wrong! The
the normal goings on
rod that was on the
that happens on a park heron melted of I was
lake during the day…
straight on it and this
dog walkers, people
fish was more powerful
feeding ducks and kids than the other 3 and
on bikes shouting and really fought hard but
throwing things in! After I finally got it under
tea I sat down the lake control and it was
had gone quite most
using the deep water in
people had left and I
front of the swim to its
was glad of the peace advantage but after a
and quiet and decided few gulps of air I had it
to get an early night
in the net. This was a
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bit bigger than the rest
on the scales it went
26lb. I scanned it with
the scanner as all the
fish are tagged so we
can keep an eye on
the weights. I set up
the tripod, so I can take
some photos and a

Gary Lowe
quick video and then
I slipped her back.
That was it, I had no
more action so after
a few hours I packed
up and went home. I
was happy. I had two
great weeks fishing
and I was going to do

a couple of nights next
week on the park lake
before they spawn to
try and get one of the
big ones from there….
Tight Lines…
Milky

Carp Chronicles
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Crack your carp tactics

Use Finygo to automatically record your carp fishing trips
and catches to find new trends and patterns
Join Groups and share your wins with friends to the feed and
on Facebook
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Carp Chronicles
by Brett McPhee

Carp Chronicles
coming on they did a
Well how things can
pairs draw so people
change from one
could fish next to each
month to another as
other.
I write this carp lakes
Joe pulled out pegs
across the country and 8 and 10 for us with
in the limbo of will they 9 being left out of the
or won’t they spawn.
draw which meant
I have also managed to more water for us to go
get amongst the carp
at.
and have not a single
I got into the swim
Tench capture to my
which was peg 7 for
name.
me and set up by
10:30am I kept my
My first trip out this
presence low key
month saw me heading choosing to flick out
to Millbrook again, it
a chod towards the
had been doing a few
middle and my other
fish recently but it true I simply walked down
fashion of my luck
the margin and placed
recently the place shut no more than 6ft from
up shop and 4 days
the bank and a small
before my visit saw
not a single carp out to
anyone.
nevertheless I was
undeterred and arrived
about 8:45 as Ricky
and Mark where
already on, Joe was
with me and seen as
it was his first time he
was understandably
keen as mustard to get
fishing.
As we were all pairs
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hand full of broken
boillies over the top set
the trap, after all I was
only fishing for a bite.
I popped into Joe’s
swim to find out how
he was getting on, sure
enough a rod was out
already and the other
was about to go out.
It can always be a
bad thing with so
much water to go
at as you think of
what the fish will be
doing and therefore
overcomplicate things.
With everything set up
and a brew in hand we
sat and looked over the
water hoping to see
signs of fish.
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The afternoon turned
into evening and soon
enough darkness crept
in with not so much as
line bite to show for my
efforts. I kept myself
busy tying a couple
of rigs up as I was off
work for week soon
and planned on doing
a few sessions.
I didn’t hear anything
move, splash or give
itself away and by
midnight I was ready
for some sleep.
At first light I was up
again brew in hand
watching the water
for signs of life, but
nothing was to show
for my efforts.
The rest of the morning
was spent slowly
packing down the gear
and loading the barrow
ready for the pending
9:45 departure, we
vowed to be back!
That evening with
nothing to show
from Millbrook and
a glorious day of
sunshine I thought it
would be rude not
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to try for them
on the surface at
Meadowview so
daughter Lucy in tow
we headed off for an
hour, one hour turned
into 2 as it always
does but eventually
we managed to snare
4 off the top using
bread. Well after work
that week it meant 10
nights off so not one
to hold back I had
decided to flit around
a few venues on the
club card including a
48 hour session on a
sandpit they have.
I started at the Mist
though and after a
couple of laps of the
lake I found a few fish
in a corner cruising
beyond the Lilly pads,
again as the fish where
there I opted for small
chods and a small
scattering of boillies.
It didn’t take too long
and sure enough
the right rod let off a
serious of bleeps which
indicated the fish had
tripped up. I was on
the rod in no time and

doing battle with an
angry carp, it held tight
against the pads but
with a bit of nip one
pearl one it came out
and to the waiting net
ready for its photo call.
It was not massive but
was another one from
the water and I was
happy to have a carp
rather than a Tench.
With the fish slipped
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back I got the rod back
out and again topped
up the bait.
Over the next few
hours before dark the
fish where in the area
in numbers but cruising
in the upper layers,
perfect zig weather
really but with being so
close to the pads I was
not about to risk
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a lost or damaged fish
so stuck with the pop
ups in a hope they
would drop down.
It was not to be and
the early morning sun
signalled my time to
pick up and go.
Later on that afternoon
I picked my daughter
up from school and
headed over to my
syndicate for the night,
I love this time of the
year and getting out
with the daughter she
loves the time on the
bank and is learning
so much, being able to
play and land her own
fish now which means I
can just be a net man.
We arrived and got
set up a bit down
from Ricky who was
already on fishing
the cave peg, 2 rods
where dispatched out
towards the middle
and a scattering of bait
finished the set up.
With the bivvies’ set
up we sat back in the
beds and chilled out.
We didn’t have to wait
long and about half an
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hour the left rod pulled
tight and was away,
Lucy was on it quicker
than me and after a
little guidance from me
on how to adjust the
clutch she was happily
playing a carp, as the
fish came closer and
me with the net, Ricky
managed some great
action shots, it was
clearly a good fish and
once in the net I could
see how wide the back
of it was.
We readied the cradle,
wet the sling and
zeroed the scales while
the fish rested.

them and they will
come, she also said
Dad that fish was team
work, teamwork makes
the dream work, she
really does crack me
up.

The same rod was
away a couple of
hours later and again
she bent into a good
fish playing it like a
seasoned pro now, as
this one neared the
net I scooped it up and
knew straight away she
had another new PB,
this one going 19.4lb
she was over the moon
and I was a super
Her PB was a mirror
proud dad indeed.
of 16lb and I knew this The rest of the night
was bigger for sure
was quite with only a
and I was not wrong
single line bite and I
when the scales settled woke at dawn watching
on 17.4lb she was
an amazing sun break
over the moon and
through the mist, it’s
managed to get some what fishing is all about
great pictures.
for me seeing things
With that back and
normal people just
the rod back out she
don’t get to see.
set about sticking
With a brew down
some bait out with
my neck and the mist
the throwing stick, her rising I woke Lucy up
saying is dad let’s feed
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for her breakfast.
She said dad have
you had any during
the night, I said no she
said aaaaaaaagh, tell
you what you can have
the next one.
Around 10am the rod
was off and with Lucy’s
permission I bent
into my fish knowing
instantly it was a lot
smaller, typical I was
on pest control duties.
I was not disheartened
and with a cracking
picture of Lucy by my
side I stuck the rod
back out.
Not even half an hour
later it was off again
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and this
time Lucy
played
the fish
again
like it
was now
second
nature,
and
would you
believe it
this was
another
belter, all

16lb of it.
We started to pack
up about 10:30 and
between the start and
finish we had another
4 carp it was a shame
we had to go as they
were defo on the feed.
My next trip out found
me heading over to
a club water for 48
hour trip, I had packed
10kg of particle mix in
preparation as I had
been told they were
partial to a bit of feed,
arriving and having a
walk round it seemed
busy. One guy coming
off had said he did

the night and had 3
fish down the bottom
end the furthest peg
from the car park, me
and Ricky first got the
Deeper out and went to
see what we could find,
we had been told that
it was like an upside
down egg box and boy
was they right, I had
never seen bars like
it, 14ft up to 4ft then
drop to 8ft back up to
2ft then down to 15ft it
was mental!
I found a swim that
was free down the end
apparently named after
an unfortunate soul
that hung himself in a
tree next to the peg,
I got the Deeper out
and within 5 casts had
found the perfect place
to present some rigs,
it was a 7ft ledge on a
bar that had 4ft further
out and 14ft closer in.
I gave the spot 15
spods of bait to start
with and placed the
rods quite tight to each
other, small pop ups
on multi rigs where the
choice of hook bait.
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side of the lake the
The day drifted by
mist shrouding the
with me watching
lake meant it was
like a hawk but come
hard to pinpoint exact
evening nothing had
locations.
come and not much
As the mist lifted and
was showing, I brought I could see further out
the rods in to refresh
the shows stopped, I
the Baits and stuck out
some more spod mix
again about another 15
spods.
During the night it
stayed quite I could
hear fish crashing out
in the open but couldn’t
stick a solid location on
them.
Morning came and the
fish where showing
more but further
towards the other

had debating packing
up and moving round
to the other side but
with nothing concrete
to go on I decided to
stay put and see out
the 24 hours I had left.
The day was hot and I
spent most of it trying
to get a few going
on the surface while
having zigs out but
nothing came and the
seagulls had a good
feed.
As the day went on I
put more bait out on
the spots using the
spod and had now put
out almost 8kg in total.

Carp Chronicles
I decided to have a
change of tactics as my
usual pop up approach
was not working so
tied up some snowman
rigs which long hairs
and kickers, finally
wrapping it all in paste
before casting out.
The final night crept
in and a few fish had
shown over my spot
so confidence was
high but it still shocked
me at 2.10am when
the left rod ripped off,
I lifted into the fish
and immediately was
flat rodded the fish
charged out further
towards the middle
and I could feel my
line grating as the
fish powered down
the back of the bar i
thought quickly my peg
was down a bit which
meant I had a set of
steps leading up to the
higher bank, I quickly
shot up and held the
rod as high as I could
while still keeping the
pressure on, it worked
perfectly and the fish
cams up and back over

the bar.
I reeled down and
walked back into my
peg, Mark had a run he
was a few pegs down
I could hear him and
gave a shout to see if
he was in, he said no it
was a liner so I asked
if he could come help
me.
He came into the swim
a minute or so later
and I had managed
to get the fish in the
net, a decent common
was sat waiting for his
picture.
We weighed the fish
and Done the pictures
and it turned out to
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be a 17.5lb common
with a massive tail it
was no wonder it had
managed to power off
and flat rod me.
I was happy to be off
the mark and stuck
some more bait out
and quickly got the rod
back out sometimes
feeding spells are small
and you have to make
the most of them. The
same rod was off again
40 minutes later and a
lovely small stocky was
the culprit this time,
Ricky being in the next
peg and had heard my
alarm this time and
helped with the
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pictures.
My bait bucket was
now low and I decided
to go all in and get the
rest out on the spot.
With it all out and the
rod back in the spot I
fired up the kettle for a
celebration brew, I was
only have way through
when it was off again.
This time the fish held
its own and I knew it
was a better one, with
twists and turns the
fish and me where
doing battle for a good
15 minutes.
It eventually came
close and I can see
it was a chunk, my
legs went to jelly as
there is some fish that
will smash my UK Pb
in this water and in
the deep margins it
certainly looked up
there.
Finally it went into
the net and the prize
was mine. We got
everything ready and
weighed the fish it
was one of the original
mirrors that had some
amazing scale patterns

Brett McPhee
on it and at 25lb I was
more than happy.
With the fish back, rod
back and brew drank
I sat and reflected on
a mad hour or so, 3
takes 3 caught after
blanking for so many
hours.
A quick dose was on
order and the sun at
around 5:30am had
me awake, I stuck the
kettle on again and sat
watching the water, the
left bobbin lifted slightly
with a single bleep, I
looked at it and settled
back on the bed just as
it smashed into the rod
and screamed off.
Again I did battle with
a cracking fish which
twisted and turned in
the deep
margins
in front
making
landing
them
difficult
but finally
it was
in and
another
cracking

stocky was mine to
pose with.
I packed away happy
to have landed all 4
takes knowing full well
this venue does seem
to have a reputation of
lost fish, and I vowed
I would be back there
are some absolutely
amazing fish in here
up to 37lb and I intend
on adding them to the
photo collection.
So until next time good
luck and keep enjoying
it
Brett
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NEW MAINLINE BALANCED WAFTER HOOKBAITS sink on the weight of your hook. That means they settle
ultra-slowly on top of silt and weed, delivering full extension from the lead with sheathed
braids and a snake-like coil with braided hooklinks. And being critically balanced, they react
quickly to the slightest investigation; shooting in to a carp’s mouth for more and better
hook holds. Unbeatable over silt, indispensable over weed and devastating over gravel;
and they’re in shops now! PICK UP A POT TODAY, IT’S THAT EASY!
Wafter/Hook Ratio:12mm/Sz8 15mm/Sz6 18mm/Sz4. We advise that you check rigs prior to fishing.
Add counterbalance where necessary as hook weights will vary. MAINLINE BALANCED WAFTERS are available to compliment
our HIGH IMPACT range of complete food source boilies in Aromatic Fish, Banoffee, Essential B 15mm, Spicy Crab, Salty Squid &
Peaches n Cream in 15mm. PLUS they are available to match or Dedicated Freezer Boilies in CELL & HYBRID in 12, 15 & 18mm options.

www.mainline-baits.com
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A return to where it all began
all I’ve been hearing
Over the past month or since the start of the
so I’ve fished various
year on social media is
different venues
bad feedback...
including my syndicate
Hams Hall Fishery
‘Weston Lawns is
but I haven’t had
rubbish!’
much success due to
spawning season as I
‘The lakes are empty,
call it.
there’s no fish in there!’
I also fished another
venue which I’m not
‘They have lost most of
going to name as it’s
their fish!’
not in my nature, but
it’s a venue I’ve been
‘All the fish have died!’
dying to fish for over
12 months or so but
etc... etc... etc...
let’s just say I won’t be
returning...
Now Weston Lawns is
So I’d like to tell you
a venue I first stated
about a venue that I
fishing when I first got
returned to at the end
hooked on carp fishing
of April. Weston Lawns quite a few years ago...
Fishery, in Bedworth.
so this will always be a
This is a trip myself
special place to me.
and my wife have
So I would like to set
usually done every
the record straight
year as a more relaxed about the situation
weekend of fishing...
at Weston Lawns
for me and relaxing for as I have a great
her.
relationship with the
So to start off I’ve been people that run it and
closely monitoring
also before anybody
what’s been happening else wants to jump
at Weston Lawns over on the band wagon
the last few months as of slander about the
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place.
The end of last year
Weston Lawns did
indeed lose some fish
but not every fish...
nowhere near... they
lost around 25 fish on
the specimen lake,
as did a lot of other
fishing venues across
the UK... but they
weren’t publicised...
Now then, the question
is... Why? Because of
oxygen levels... like
a lot of lakes, lakes
lose fish every year,
but because they
were honest about it...
people start making up
unpleasant stories!
So let’s talk about
oxygen levels... when
it’s cold and a lake
freezes there is a
massive shortage of
oxygen. When the lake
freezes it acts like a
plastic bag over the
surface of the lake
and prevents essential
oxygen diffusing into
the lake and also
traps unwanted gases
from escaping into the
atmosphere.
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Although very cold
water will hold plenty of
oxygen, as soon as a
lake has iced over the
amount of dissolved
oxygen it is holding will
slowly start to decrease
as it is used up by all of
the aquatic life within
the pond. This not only
includes the fish, but
also the aquatic bugs
and bacteria below
the surface, and also
includes decaying
weed beds and rotting
leaves, as they will
use up a considerable
volume of dissolved
oxygen over time.
So I hope that hasn’t
offended anybody but it
had to be said, and like
I said it wasn’t the only
place, look it up...
So the build up to
my weekend wasn’t
a pleasant one really
as I always say on
social media that I’m
out fishing etc, I had
people commenting
and private messaging
me saying things like...
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‘Why you fishing
there?’
‘You must be mad
going to fish there!’
‘I went the other week
and didn’t have a
bleep all weekend... its
rubbish!’
and so on... and so
on... and so on...
But... you know what?
This only made me
more determined to

have a good session
and show these people
what sort of venue it is.
A while back a lot of
people use to say
Weston Lawns is a
runs water... it isn’t,
nowhere near... I’ve sat
there some weekends
and not had a single
bleep. Then on the
other hand I’ve sat
there, and my alarms
haven’t stopped
screaming off, it’s how
it fishes on the day,
you can’t make a fish

A return to where it all began
eat! If a fish is hungry
it will eat, if it isn’t it
won’t, simple... this
is how i look at it...
think of a carp as you
think of yourself... if
your favourite food is
say steak and chips
for instance... and
someone sat there
throwing steak and
chips at you all day
and you’re not hungry,
you’re not going to eat
it are you? Simple!
So I arrived at Weston
Lawns at 1pm on
Thursday 26th April for
a 60-hour session with
my wife. We spoke to

Alison who looks after
the fishery and sorts
out all booking and she
said it had been fishing
really really hard
lately, and only a few
fish had been caught
this year. So, after
checking in we headed
to our cabin, which was
Cabin 8.
After unloading our
stuff, I set up my rods
and decided to have a
walk around to speak
to the anglers who
was fishing to see
how they’d done, out
of 8 people who been
on most of the week
previously only 1 fish
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had been out all week.
I remained confident, I
tried to give a few tips
to people from my past
experiences on there
before I headed back
to my cabin to bait up a
few areas in my swim.
I opted to go for
Mainline Link on my
one rod fished tight
underneath a big
overhanging tree
straight in front of the
cabin and chose my
reliable Mainline Cell
on the other which
was fished tight to the
corner of the island to
my left which was also
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underneath a gorgeous
looking Siberian
Sturgeon... it went to
14lb on the nose... not
the biggest but happy
days I had my first
one...
I continued to have a
few runs but i couldn’t
seem to hook them...

days!
underneath
After unhooking this
overhanging trees.
beauty of a common,
These were also spots
I cleaned him down
I’ve fished before and
and applied a little fish
have done me proud.
care to the hook hold,
and it was now time to
Within an hour I had
weigh him... 17lb 2oz
my first run... and I
he went, get in!
struck and it was as
I was over the moon as
if nothing was there...
my hard work had paid
it was weird. This
My next fish came
off!
continued to happened Saturday morning
This ended up to be
throughout the rest of
around 11am when
my final fish off the
the day... and most
my rod on the island
session but i was over
of the night... it really
screamed off and I was the moon, having seen
started to bug me big
into my second fish...
only one other fish
time!
this was a feisty one,
come out the whole
So on the Friday
it just wouldn’t give up time I was there,
morning I decide to
the fight... after a while between 14 anglers
tweak a few things, I
I was able to slip my
and 28 rods I was well
tried smaller hooks...
net under the fish and chuffed, the changes I
bigger hooks... smaller he was mine... happy
baits... bigger baits...
double baits... cut
down baits... but the
same kept happening...
that was until around
1pm my rod on the tree
to the far bank ripped
off... happy days I was
into my first fish... after
an eventful fight of the
fish get snagged on a
sunken tree branch... I
was able to slip the net

A return to where it all began
a band wagon... just
made and my
go and prove it wrong
persistency paid off!
yourself!
It was a great break
I do believe it is going
that myself and my
to be restocked, this
wife both needed and
might have been done
thoroughly enjoyed,
already by now but I’m
and we will book up as not 100%.
usually for next year,
The Siberian Sturgeon
and I will definitely be
was caught on a 15mm
back later in the year to Mainline Link boilie,
give it another bash.
over a bed of crushed
I believe I proved the
and chopped Link
doubters wrong on
boilies, along with a
Weston Lawns, and
good few handfuls
hope that this place
of 10mm pellet and
can get its reputation
the Carp was caught
back up where it
on a 8mm Mainline
belongs! Don’t jump on Cell Wafter over a
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bed of 4mm Activated
Mainline Cell Pellet
and crushed Cell
boilies which had been
soaked in Cell stickmix
liquid overnight.
Now to pastures new...
watch this space...
coming soon...
I hope you have
enjoyed this article, so
until next time...
Tight lines everybody,
be safe, be on the
bank!
Andrew Taylor
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The Diaries of a Short Session
Carper
By Paul Richardson

The diaries of a short session carper
08 April
Time 12-5 pm
Temp 12°
Peg island
Bait DBP bag mix
with nut wafter or
corn stack
Alarm went off nice
and early, so I can
get ready for the day
ahead. Pulled in to the
car park at the lake
at 12, to find I was
the only one there,
whole lake to myself.
After a quick wonder
round the small 1acre
lake I soon spotted
a few carp cruising
close to the island
showing their backs
due to the sun shining.
I returned to the car
and unloaded quickly
in hope to return to the
peg to find the fish still
there. It was a good
sight to see that they
were still cruising. Both
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rods were set up in
a matter of minutes,
this was due to me
preparing the castaway
pva bags the night
before . Just before I
launched the bags out
I scattered a pouch full
of rehydrated boilies
just to move the carp
temporarily, so they
are not spooked as the
bags are launched.

had the carp under
control and slipped
the long torpedo
shaped common into
the net, sharp baits
nut wafter strikes
again. Quick photo,
Fish returned, new
bag launched straight
back to the island spot,
while thinking about
recasting the other rod,
which I decided to do.

I cast the first rod
with the pva bag on
to the island margin
and the other bag,
on the second rod,
about a rod length
from the island in
slightly deeper water.
The first hour quickly
passed by without
any action but all
changed around 2pm
when a few bubbles
appeared close to to
the island margin rod.
A few minutes later
the alarm sounded a
single bleep which I will
admit scared me half to
death…. Then the tip
bounced followed by a
long one toner I soon

While I was reeling it
in a carp topped about
6 ft to the left of me
close to the bank. That
will do… a new bag
with a short underarm
cast was put straight
to where the fish was
feeding. This rod didn’t
take long to spring
into action 10mins
later I was playing into
another angry carp
once under control
I slipped another
but always welcome
short dumpy common
into the net. Quick
photo fish returned
and another short
underarm cast back
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head to the lake.
I arrived at the lake
to see the car park
was empty one of my
favourite things to see
that I have the whole
lake to myself.

From car to barrow,
barrow to the bank,
only a short walk
which is ideal when
session is short. The
temperature was 14°
Peg Goosesh@t point so I headed towards
the shallows to fish
to the same spot.
Didn’t have time to sit
Baits rehydrated fish the reeds and open
water, the wind was
down before the island and DBP bag mix
blowing towards the
rod was away again
with pink coconut
reeds it looked good
which was a surprise
pop up
for a bite ,spots baited
as a lot of carp were
and primed ,one with
cruising all round the
The car is packed
my every faithful solid
lake, this carp swam
ready for the short
bag from castaway
straight into the net this session after work, is
PVA , the other my
time a small mirror ,
there a better way to
new rehydrate bait
photos done and it was finish a work day? I
time to start packing
think not. Knowing that approach. .
away .
all is ready for the short
Both had caught me
session ahead it’s
painfully slow watching fish from this lake in
01 May
the minutes slowly turn the past. But not this
into hours you can only time, although two carp
Time 5-11
did show them selves
hope that good things
during the session it
come to those that
Temp 14° dropped to
wait… Finally, time to wasn’t meant to be
9°

The diaries of a short session carper
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when time is short, so
today. Always a
I drive on in hope that
5
May
disappointment but it
there will be just one
happens to many of
more spot left.
us, you have to take it
Once I arrived to my
Managed to get all
on the chin and learn
surprise there was
jobs done throughout
from it and ask yourself
only 3 cars in the car
the day so an overnight
what I can do different
park, had a quick walk
session was on the
next time? Once
round and a chat to
cards which was an
packed away I always
the other anglers, I
opportunity that I
like to throw some
was happy to find out
wasn’t going to miss.
bate in just to base the
that the reeds peg was
I can’t tell you how
area for the next time
free I enjoy fishing in
excited I was, car
a short session calls
this peg because the
packed and on route,
me, so I throw 1kg of
carp like to feed there
radio playing with the
rehydrated bait which
also it a peg I have
presenter saying “hope
scattered around the
caught from on more
you all have a great
reeds. Hopefully those
than one occasion. The
bank holiday” …… no
carp will be enticed in
rig was gently casted
the lake will be packed.
to eat freely so next
by the reeds. The rig
An anglers’ worse
time will end with one
had two castaway pva
nightmare especially
in the net.
nuggets on so the rig
would sit on the top of
any debris once the
nuggets dissolved.
However, the luck was
not on my side tonight
and it turned out to be
uneventful although I
heard a few carp top
but didn’t manage to
bring one in. At least I
managed to catch up
on some lost sleep…
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lake he calls home.
With a quick recast
towards the reeds.
Then the solid bag
rod burst into life this
time only to have a
bream hanging on the
other end. So new
bag attached and out
it went again no time
to waste, only to find
30mins later off it went
again …. Yet another
bream.

6 May
Being on the bank at
dawn with the mist
slowly rising is one
of the best places to
be for a fisherman
especially when the
reed rod slowly bent
round and the alarm
sounded a single
beep, l watched the
rod tip twitch then
moved slowly again …
I thought great a slimy
bream but as I lifted
into the fish I soon
realised this was no
bream. After a short

but enjoyable fight I
slipped the common
over the net cord and
sighed with relief my
first fish of the year
from the club water. A
short video recorded
and a few selfies done
I slipped the 16lbs+
common back into the

A change of tactics
was needed I swapped
the solid bag for a 4 ft
zig as the carp were
starting to cruise. I
thought this was a
good idea because
of the amount of carp
on the surface. The
morning soon turned

The diaries of a short session carper
Wind direction
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rod was cast into the
into the afternoon and
darkness just short of
it was time to pack up
Peg corner of island
the point of the island
and go home. But went Baits luncheon meat, the sound of the bag
home this time with a
red fish boilies, DBP hitting the water was
little smile knowing that bag mix .
like a navel depth
I had a nice looking
charge which echoed
common on the bank,
Arrived at the
in the silence of the
more would have been Castaway PVA social
night. The other rod
better but I’ll take the
at 11:30 pm, which
was dropped into the
one as a win .
I had been looking
margins with luncheon
forward to for a long
meat compressed in
time, due to my mother the bait guard system
laws birthday…
as the hookbait for the
18th-20th May in
happy birthday Jen. I
sturgeon, as I started
headed to my peg with to drift to sleep…beep
minimal gear as I just
beep beeepppp out
Time 11pm
wanted to cast out and the bag oh just a liner,
get some sleep, by
back into the bag eyes
Temp 23° dropped to
1am I was all settled
slowly closing beep
12°
and in my bag, one
beep this continues for
the rest of the night.
At 4am the darkness
started to turn into
light and the ducks
and geese also woke
to create enough
noise to wake all the
anglers on the lake.
Nothing happened
throughout the morning
of the 19th until I had
a recast with the solid
pva bag around midday at 1300 I had a
screaming take on the
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solid bag rod after
a good fight I safely
netted the carp with
the help of Adi in the
swim next to me .On
the scales the common
turned the needle
16lbs 12oz the photo
was done by Mark and
I released the common.
I had plenty of liners
on the luncheon meat
rod I think these were
from sturgeon and
bream. At 7pm the
food order arrived
the burger and chips
thanks Si and Paul for
ringing the order. As
the evening turned into
night I slowly drifted
of to sleep. With only
a few liners to show
all night I think I had a
good nights sleep .at
around 3.45 I started to
wake up and I decided
to have a recast after
about 6 casts I finally
managed to get a cube
of luncheon meat tight
to the island under the
overhanging trees.
It was only a few
seconds before the
meat was pick up and I

Paul Richardson
was in to a very angry
fish, after a good hard
fight I landed a lovely
looking mirror carp on
the scale she went
15lbs 10oz. A few more
Bream for me. I saw a
lot of sturgeon top over
the weekend, so I will
be going back. At 1 pm
I packed away, it was
great to see
the castaway
pva lads and
have a catch
up thanks
to David
Crookes
and Paul
Heseltine for

organising it.
Hopefully see you all
on the next social. Its
not always just about
the fishing it’s also
about the people you
meet on the bank.
Paul.
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A Brand New Adventure
by Alby Smith

A brand new adventure
Well we are well into
spring now and I
have managed to get
out twice on my new
chosen venue.
Even though I didn’t
complete my goals on
my previous venue
I pulled off knowing
how busy it would be
throughout spring and
summer!! So, let’s
jump right in to how it
all unfolded on my new
chosen venue.
I had found a little
lake several years ago
but had never fished
it. With it being only
around 9-10 acres
in size with plenty of
deep holes and tons of
snags I knew I had my
work cut out trying to
get to grips with it.
The first time revisiting
the venue was to take
a good look around
and see if there had
been much change
and to my surprise it
was like walking back
in time, nothing had
changed. So, I set to

work mapping out the
lake with a deeper pro
+ that I had pinched
of my mate good old
keyboard! After a few
casts I really started
to imagine where and
how the fish behaved
in different parts of
the lake. I done a few
more and had pretty
much covered most
of where I wanted to.
By now it was just a
case of looking around
in snags to find some
fishable areas, before
I knew it I had to set
off home. A few days
passed, and I had the
mother in laws dog
for a play date ...... 5
o’clock rolled round
and Chels had just
finished work and she
said to me “shall we
nip to the lake to have
a look
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round?”. I didn’t
hesitate!! I grabbed the
dogs leads and wellies
and set off. Before I
knew it, I could hear
the squeaky gates
hinge as I pushed it
open. As we began
to look around I turn
to Chels and asked
her “well.......” then
I paused, “what do
you think then?”. She
simply replied “yes”.
We continued our
journey around the
lake, throwing a few
handfuls of bollies into
likely looking feeding
spots. After reaching
the back edge we
noticed a few rings
then a few larger ones,
waiting for ducks to
appear but nothing!
SMASH a carp nutted
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out! A brisk walk round
the final corner to
where he popped out
from left us watching
carp cruising in and
out of snags then
with a CRASH and
a SPLASH two more
carp leaped right out,
both looking around
the 20lb mark. After a
few more shows just
beneath our feet and
time getting on I fed
the last of my bollies
and we set off for
home.
It was a yet a few
more days before I
managed to get back
down the lake, still
kit less, just to have

Alby Smith
another look around
and rebait and check
some areas out. On my
way round, I bumped
into a few people and
got talking, one chap
told me that it’s quite
a difficult venue and
he had fished it quick
overnight style for
almost 3 seasons and
only had the one fish. I
walked away thinking
to my this is going to
be a tough cookie to
crumble...... the next
guy I came across
told me of that days
sunshine and 8 or 9
mirror carp following
a big old common he
had seen earlier that
day. He also had done

a lot of fishing here yet
had less than a handful
of fish to show for it.
After a few bait drops
and a few casts with a
bare lead, just to check
out the bottom, I made
my way back to the
car. While reflecting
on what I had seen
and heard I thought to
myself I need a goal
but an achievable one.
In the next few weeks
coming I new I wanted
to hit the lake and hit
it hard, so I thought
about my goal and
decided on a 5 fish
(carp) tally by the end
of the season. The
next step was to set
the date, after
checking out
the weather
and the time
I could go I
set a day for
Friday the
13th! The next
step towards
a successful
session is to
prep prep and
more prep.

A brand new adventure

I cooked up a mixture
of small particles and
sourced some dead
reds. I then set to work
looking at different
baits and it was a toss
up between Nash
citrus nut and dynamite
monster tiger nut...
this was not an easy
decision to make, but
I finally decided to go
with the monster tiger
nut as I could then
add sweetness if I
wanted rather than the
Nash which already
had a set amount of
sweetness. I then
looked at the range
in whole and decided
upon a few different
types of bait. 15mm
and 18mm bollies,
4mm and 6mm pellets

all from the monster
tiger nut range from
dynamite baits. Finally,
I needed some super
sweet pop ups that
incorporated the nut
element.... I decided
to go for the ultra
buoyant DVSPECIALS
in pink which have
almond (nut) and an
almost cherry Bakewell
(sweet) element to
them.
Next on the prep list
was to tie up and test
a few rigs. I started off
with a snowman rig
which I made from 8
inches of Fox reflex
camp braid at 25lb
(dark) tied to a size
6 Nash pinpoint claw
style hook, with a
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little piece of silicon
to trap the hair plus a
small shot to critically
balance the hook bait.
Finally, a small piece of
shrink tube on the eye
of the hook just to aid
the hooking, my bait of
choose was an 15mm
tiger nut boilie topped
with a 12mm dv pop
up.
My next rig of choice
was the Ronnie rig
which I made from the
following components:
a size 4 curve shank
hook, some heat shrink
and a size 11 quick
link. For the boom
section of the rig I
tied a few from ESP
tungsten coated braid,
my choice of bait was a
14mm dv pop up.
My last rig of choice
was a solid bag rig
made from fox reflex
camo braid at 25lb
(dark) a ESP pinpoint
size 6 hook and Nash
silicone to again trap
the hair. Finished rig
around 6inch bait of
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choice was a medium
size piece of esp
corn dipped in liquid
concentrate. I then
went on the tie several
solid bags with a
mixture of 4mm and
6mm tiger nut pellets.
Last to prep was the
rest of the tackle and
reels, I started with a
clean and respool of
all three reels, the line
of choose being Korda
touchdown rated at
12lb in brown. Next to
sort through was my
end tackle and bits to
ensure I would have
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enough of everything
just in case I needed
to tie more rigs or lost
a few leads. I filled up
my pva pot with C C
Moores pva nuggets
and put an extra pack
of solid bags in. Finally,
I redressed all batteries
in my alarms and
sound box. The hard
work had finally been
completed!!
Now with only a
few days to go and
clucking to wet the
lines, I popped down
the lake, still without
my gear, and had a

good look around on
the spots I had fed.
Found a few fish on
one spot which was a
marginal shelf covered
in fallen trees and
other snags, from the
swim I wanted to fish
from meant this spot
was around 50 yards
out, so it was well
within casting distance.
I stayed for about an
hour just watching fish
swim in and out of this
spot, they seemed
to enter through the
fallen trees and leave
diagonally towards
the middle of the lake.
It only took a
few minutes for
another few to
come through,
after 5 or so
minutes and I
started to see
familiar fish.
Upon leaving
I put in a few
handfuls of
chopped boilie
in hopes it
would keep
them there until
my return.

A brand new adventure
Fishing day had finally
arrived and with the
car packed and Nala
dropped to her Nan
and granddads we
made our way to the
venue to fish it for the
first time! Upon arrival
I couldn’t see anyone
else fishing, I drove
round to the swim I
had been pre-baiting
to check for signs of
fish. Straight away
I could see the odd
swirl and one even
boshed out. I quickly
set about getting rods
ready and Base Camp
was also done in only
a few minutes. The
prep and marking I had
done leading up to this
session sure made
the whole process of
setting up a lot easier.
With 1 2 and 3 rods
fishing I put the kettle
on for a brew and
had a chat to chels
about each different
spot I was fishing.
The fist rod went out
to the marginal shelf
snag around 50 yards
from my swim using

a snowman style rig
with dynamite 15mm
monster tiger nut
straight out of the bag,
topped off with a 12mm
almond dv special in
pink, with a few spods
tight up against the
snags that rod was
set. My second rod
went in to the end of
a low lying reed bed,
this was presented
in a solid bag stuffed
with monster tiger nut
4 and 6 mm pellets,
and fished with a fake
corn rig inside. A few
catapults of boilies
were then sprinkled
over the top. My 3rd
and final rod went only
several feet from the
bank just swung under
yet another fallen tree
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this time using a chod
rig. This presented
a pink almond pop
up over the debris
on the bottom with
a few handfuls of
chops over the top. I
was now fishing with
all three rods, and it
was time for a brew. It
wasn’t long before 10
o’clock at night rolled
around and we sat up
watching the lake, all
of a sudden, the lake
sprang into action with
fish jumping right out
just over the back of
the second rod, sat
nervously I began to
think that any moment
now it would tare
off but an hour had
passed and nothing. I
couldn’t help but think
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that my rig had not
presented itself quite
right. In this time the
jumping of the fish got
more and more, but
further away from it so
I made the decision to
wind in and recast this
time without clipping
up. I sent it out right
in the middle of the
showing fish, set the
clutch and alarm then
made my way up in to
the bivvy. By this time,
it was gone 11:30pm
so I got in the sack and
got some sleep.
Throughout the night
it was pretty quiet
with the odd beep
here and there. I got
up around 6am and
sat up watching the
water and could see
a group of fish around
the middle rod just
mooching about not
really bothering to do
anything. I decided to
leave the rods in for
a couple more hours
to see if anything
materialised, just as
I nodded off I was
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quickly awoken by
an absolute 1 tonner
echoing across the
lake as it shredded line
from the spool. I made
it down to the rods in
double quick time and
leant back into the fish,
straight away I could
feel the pure power
of the fish that was
heading to my right!
The battle was a tough
one with the fish hitting
weed beds and snags,
but I had managed
to get her from 80ish
yards to only feet from
the net, with the first
fish pressure getting to
me and her not giving
up the battle continued
for another 5 minutes
with the carp using
the deep margins to
full effect. With the
scorching sun beaming
down straight at me
I just hoped she’d
soon be in the net...
Finally, she gave up
and I slipped her over
the cord and let an
almighty yes, Chels
made her way next to
me and I couldn’t stop

asking her for high
fives. I had just bagged
my first fish from a new
venue in less than 24
hours the feeling was
immense, especially
when I had been told
that it’s definitely not
an easy venue. After
sorting the rod out,
I took her up on the
bank for weighing and
photos. She tipped the
needle to a staggering
23.8lb, I looked at
Chels and said “this is
what I came here for”
a gnarly old mirror with
unmistakable almost
full line of scales down
each flank. After a few
pictures and a bit of
filming I slipped my
waders on for a safe
farewell and returned
her back to the water.
After re setting all 3
rods on their original
spots I sprayed a few
15mm boilies over
each of them. After
doing a bit of solid bag
prep, mixing together a
spod mix I finished the
morning off with some

A brand new adventure
more filming. It stayed
quiet most of the day
and was getting on to
early evening, I got
the stove set with the
ridge monkey pan and
cooked myself and
Chelsey some pizza
that Scott had hooked
us up with the night
before! After eating I
got a visit from my pal
Ryan who had brought
me a few supplies,
over a cup of tea we
had a chat about how
the night and day had
gone and what my
plan of attack would be
the next day. Before
we knew it, Ryan
was off, and time was
getting on to around
10:30pm and after a
big battle and hot day
we where both tired
so we hit the sacks
early and planned
to be up at first light.
Throughout the night
the bobbins stayed
motionless, the lake
and its surroundings
didn’t move a muscle.
Awaken by an alarm
is the best feeling

ever but when it’s your
phone alarm it normally
is an annoyance, but
not today as today I
was fishing. I sat with
a brew just looking out
over the water and saw
the odd fish just break
surface and boy wasn’t
I pleased as it really
wasn’t that far away
from my 1st rod. After
staying put for what felt
like only a few minutes,
I went to take a sip
of my tea and spat
it straight out. it had
gone stone cold, I had
actually sat still for half
hour or more.
Still rather tired I
jumped back into the
sack for a 20-minute
power nap, but before I
had time to rest the 1st
rod was away. Again,
with a screaming tone
kiting towards more
snags that didn’t stop
until I lifted into the
fish. I managed to turn
the fish away from
the next set of snags
pretty quickly but I
wasn’t out of the red
just yet, around 20
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yards out lay a weed
bed from bottom to
top, stretching across
most of the swim with
one little clear channel
running through it.
I thought to myself
“that’s the only way
in” and with a bit of
knit one, pearl one I
managed to tease the
fish straight through
the gap and in to the
net. Again, letting
out a bit of a sound
that Chelsey couldn’t
really make sense of.
I quickly put the rod
straight back out on
to the spot and with
a few boilies spread
over, it was now time
to sort out my second
capture and get him
weighed and returned
safely. Upon unzipping
the sling, I could see
2 rigs emerging from
the fish’s mouth... mine
perfectly sat middle
bottom lip the other
looked like some kind
of chod rig that was
truly stuck in the corner
of his mouth, with a
rusty hook and a bait
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screw starting to grow
into the fish. I safely
removed it and applied
fish care to both hook
wounds. A quick
weigh and at 19lb on
the nose I was happy
yet also pleased I had
done a good deed and
quickly slipped him
back. After washing
down my cradle and
sling I went back to my
bivvy buzzing.
After having 2 fish
early morning I thought
I better reset my rods,
I started with my 3rd
rod. I had been fishing
a chod rig over some
light bait and didn’t
have much to show
for it, so I decided to
change and put a solid
bag on and send it
out around 90 yards.
The 2nd rod had done
a fish on a solid bag,
so I returned it back
to the original spot on
the side of the reed
bed and put out a few
spods over the top. I
left my 1st rod in as I
hadn’t long put it back
out. After getting a
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brew and a little bit
more filming, it was
soon close to being
9:30am and with the
weather still beaming
with sun shine I knew it
was going to be a hot
day. Just as the clock
struck ten the 1st rod
leaped into action and
by the time I got down
to the rod it was bent
in double. I lent back
into the fish and began
to realise what he was,
with all the thrashing
this way and that way
I caught a glimpse
and it sure looked like
a common.... after
having to battle him
and around 20kgs of
weed chels slipped
the net right under the
lot. Once removing
most I the weed I could
see what looked to
be a right old angry
common, I got the
cradle and set up and
we made our way up
the bank. Even while
Weighing him he didn’t
calm down!! After a few
pictures I reweighed
him and he went 16lb

dead on!! I slipped him
back and with a thrash
of his tail getting us wet
he was gone.
After sorting he bits
and bobs out I sat on
my bed thinking “what
a session for a new
venue “, I then thought
“I’m already more than
half way towards my
goal” not wanting to
push my luck anymore
and with bait and food
supplies running low I
decided to do the off.
Me and Chels packed
the car and there were
only 2 things left to
do, 1 was finish up
the filming and the
other was to bid the
lake farewell until the
next time. On the way
home, we reflected on
how the session went
and sorted out when
we could return... but
you’ll have to wait until
the next instalment
to find out what
happened...
Wet lines to one and
all!
Angling with Alby.
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Chasing Tails.
On a mission for
gold!

By Corrie Booysen
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Whilst the weather is starting to look up in the UK, the temperatures have
starting to drop drastically on the other side of the globe where I am from
– Johannesburg; South-Africa. With winter fast approaching, the time has
come for me and my younger brother Wynand Booysen, who is also my
regular fishing buddy, to discuss our winter tactics, and plan for what we
anticipate will be a very cold and gloomy winter. At the top of my list, and
something that has been in the back of my mind for a few months now,
has to be a target fish that I have come to find myself day dreaming about
on a regular basis. It is only April, but it is getting cold after sunset and in
the mornings, with frost starting to cover the green grass which should
turn yellow within the next three to four weeks. Our South-African winters
probably do not get as cold as the UK and French winters, but minimum
temperatures can get as low as -8°C and maximum temperatures as high
as only 18°C. Even though our temperatures often go into the minus, we
very seldom experience snow in Johannesburg and our lakes never get a
lid on them.
Some might think the fact that South-African winters do not get as cold
as UK or French winters make South-African carp easier to capture,
but it is not the case. I believe the main factor that has to be taken into
consideration is the different conditioning of carp in various continents.
Any change from what a carp is used to will most definitely affect them. It
will determine their behaviour and change their feeding patterns as well
as the type, physical size, portion size and flavour of the bait they would
consume under normal warmer conditions. Some anglers believe that it
takes a fish between two and three weeks to adapt to change. To me this
belief rings somewhat true, from my experience it is harder to capture a
carp during the initial changeover from the warmer to the cooler seasons.
Summer highs in South-Africa can reach maximum
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levels of 40°C plus, and as mentioned winter high levels of only 18°C.
This is quite an extreme change in temperature from one season to the
next and it is a change carp would need to adapt to. If you are an angler
planning a fishing trip to South-Africa, with the hopes of capturing your
first African winter carp, I would suggest you keep this conditioning factor
in mind when you do your preparation.
I feel very fortunate to have a regular peg-mate. The fact that Wynand is
my best friend and brother is a huge bonus. Having a peg-mate means
we get to plan our tactics together and plan it in such a way that we get
to benefit and learn from each other constantly along the way. This is
something I believe has brought us closer as brothers and has made
us both better anglers, especially since we share the same passion for
carp angling. We are both members of the African Gold Carp Syndicate,
a very productive lake of just over twenty acres situated in the western
parts of Gauteng. By South-African standards this is a relatively small
lake, but because of it’s size, the carp roaming its waters are generally
quite wary. The African Gold Carp Syndicate is just outside a little town
called Randfontein, an area known for all the gold mines that surround
it, and which is one and a half hours drive away from the O.R. Tambo
International Airport. The lake also happens to only be a thirty-minute
drive away from where we stay, which obviously makes it one of our
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target venues, but the beautiful and the large carp below its surface is
what makes it our main target venue!
The lake is home to some of South-Africa’s most wanted carp, as well as
a few grass carp. One of these grass carp should by now tip the scale at
80lb, which will make it the un-official South-African record grass carp.
However, the one fish high up on every syndicate members ‘most wanted’
list has to be the large common named Floppy Tail. Floppy Tail should by
now easily weigh more than 50Lb, however she is in all probability closer
to the 60Lb mark. Named after the infamous Floppy Tail due to similar
physical characteristics, she is one of the lakes newest members and has
only been roaming the African Gold Carp waters for the past six years.
Initially Floppy would get captured every three to four months, which then
changed to only being captured twice a year, but to this present day she
has not been captured in more than three years! Carp are very intelligent
creatures! Floppy Tail has got to be one of the smartest carp I have ever
come across since taking up carp angling quite a number of years ago,
having been able to outsmart a lot of capable anglers and avoid their
traps over the past couple of years. Unfortunately, I also happen to be
one of those anglers.
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With a little bit of better planning and a different approach I feel that we
can change this fate. I believe the main reason no one has been able
to capture Floppy is simply because they have all been using the wrong
bait. I am not saying that everyone has been targeting her, but each and
every angler that fish at the African Gold Carp Syndicate would use either
boilies or pellets, perhaps even a combination of both. I am convinced
that whilst all these anglers have been feeding boilies and pellets, Floppy
has been on a natural diet, feeding quite comfortably on it and avoiding
a visit to the bank. The lake is very rich in natural carp foods such as
bloodworms, snails, leeches, tiny water insects as well as fresh water
crabs. With this in mind, and with winter setting in, I feel there is no better
timing for me to try a new tactic by taking a natural bait approach in an
attempt to capture the ever-illusive Floppy Tail and to have her grace my
landing net.
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Starting with my first winter carp fishing session at the syndicate, I will
concentrate on using more fishy flavoured baits, mimicking the smaller
fish larger carp tend to feed on. I will tip my fishy flavoured popups with
black snails which I will be purchasing from my local grocery store. I
could possibly glug these naturals in the highly effective Karper Energiser
Syrups for that added attraction. The reason for selecting black snails is
simply because it is one of the lakes more common natural carp foods.
Popup boilies that come to mind are Karper Ltd.’s Shrimp and Garlic
as well their Maggotz Dispersion popups - An actual maggot flavoured
popup! The Karper Ltd. Dispersion popups give off a big and very
noticeable cloud of highly effective attractors, which could possibly just
be the edge I need to capture my target fish. I could also fish the snails
naked on a hair over a bed of feed, should I feel that my initial approach
is not natural enough. As loose feed I will definitely be using live maggots
in combination with crushed Karper Ltd RS Freezer bait boilies. I believe
the Karper Ltd RS Freezer bait boilies would be the ideal boilie to use
as it is a hybrid birdseed and fishmeal boilie that smells fruity but with a
fishy undertone. The boilies have a perfect balance of textures and when
you break one of them in half you can immediately tell the quality of the
ingredients used and see that one of the main ingredients is Robin Red
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– www.karper.co.uk. This combination of seeds and fish meals will
definitely aid to the whole natural approach I am aiming for.
Generally, rig concealment is a priority for any angler, but during our
winter season we have to pay extra attention to these finer details. During
winter the lake’s water becomes more transparent and much clearer as
a result of the sun being much brighter due to the lack of moisture in the
air, and the fact that there is no more to very limited amounts of rain. The
rain during our summer months usually causes a stronger flow of water
coming from the neighbouring dam into the lake which causes more
disturbances on the lake bed, lifting debris and silt, making the water less
clear and easier for anglers to conceal their rigs.
By the time this article will be published we will be well into our winter
campaign and who knows… Perhaps Floppy would have been captured
too! Follow me on the Finygo app to see my progress – www.finygo.com.
You can also follow me on Twitter for additional updates on this story as
well as other carpy topics. My Twitter handle is: @Its_Carpy.
Until the next issue… Tight lines, bent rods and wet nets!!
Corrie.
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Syndicate Sessions Part 4

2018 The Oaks – Newquay,
Cornwall by Matt Whalley

Syndicate Sessions
It’s been a busy few
weeks for me since the
last installment of ‘The
Syndicate Sessions’
and a lot of things
have happened in this
time. I suppose the
biggest change and
new venture for me
is the fact that I have
now bought and taken
over solely Deep Blue
Particles. This has
been a company very
close to my heart since
joining them as a team
member a few years
ago but now it’s mine
and I am very much
looking forward to the
journey ahead!

mind I headed to my
syndicate for some
much-needed chill
out time. As always,
I had the place to
myself. I seem to catch
it just right, unless
I’m planning a bit of
a social with some
friends. On arrival, I
spent a good bit of
time walking the bank
looking for signs and
pondering upon a
decision to which swim
I should fish.

Finally, out of the
corner of my eye I saw
a fish show and with
this now imprinted in
my mind it was time
Anyway, let’s get back to get the gear out of
to the nitty gritty and
the van and get set
although time has been up for the night. It was
limited, I still managed so nice to be back out
to hit the bank.
and if a fish didn’t get
caught, I was more
As I have stated above than happy to just be
time has been very
there.
limited for me over the
last few weeks but of
It was a slightly
course, when the form different approach
is flowing it’s hard to
for me this time
stay away from the
around. With the weed
bank. So, with this in
beginning to surface,
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I opted for a solid bag
approach, a shorter rig
length but still with my
ever faithful JPrecision
Hooks size 6 curve
shank Ronnie’s. I know
I’ve mentioned this
in my previous blogs
but these have been
proper special for me
since using them.
Catch rates are up,
carp have been proper
nailed (less chance
of a hook pull and
damage to the fish)
and I certainly won’t
be changing them for
some time that’s for
sure. The bag mix itself
was simple! Crushed
Deep Blue Particles
SP-1 Boilies and a
SP-1 Wafter secured
via the bait screw on
the Ronnie set up. With
the spot chosen, it was
now time to deploy the
bags and check in to
the bivvy for the night.
With everything now in
place, I began to relax
and watch the water.
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With the night drawing
in and the sun
beginning to drop, it
became apparent that
the fish were beginning
to feed. I was starting
to see carp leap out
of the water and over
my baited area, signs
of fizzing and bubbling
were starting to show.
It’s always an exciting
time when you start
to see the signs and
I was so confident
that a bite was sure to
happen before the sun
set.

Matt Whalley
A single beep on the
left-hand rod drew
my attention to my
spot. All of a sudden,
the water erupted
(as I was fishing to a
shallow spot on the
lake) and the Delkim
was screaming. With
the rod lifted, it was
now time to commence
the battle. This carp
was trying its hardest
to weed me up but I
was in control of this
fight and I was most
certainly winning.
There is a boat on
site close by that if

you did unfortunately
get weeded up on a
take, you can quite
easily and safely (life
jacket supplied) go
out into the lake and
free up your capture.
Never would I pull for
a break!! Not only will
this potentially cause
damage to the carp,
it could actually kill it
if it gets tethered up
and was unable to free
itself. FISH SAFETY IS
PARMOUNT, I cannot
stress this enough.
After a very good battle
indeed the net
was at the ready
and I slipped
in this stunning
mirror carp and
another absolute
beauty ticked off
the list. The same
protocol followed
as with all my
captures making
sure thefish was
rested before
the move to stop
any further stress
being put onto
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onto it. It was now time
for a few pics to be
taken and then time to
slip her back to fight
another day.
I just want to quickly
give you a little insight
to the rods and reels
I have now started to
use. These are the
DominatorX 3.25 TC
Rods and matching
8000 Reels. New for
2018, the class leading
DominatorX Carp Rod
range incorporates
a high modulus 1K
woven carbon fibre
blank and multidirectional tip section

carbon lay-up for
unparalleled accuracy
and performance. A
smooth progressive
casting action is
matched to a slim
lightweight blank that
is bang up to date for
the latest carp fishing
tactics. Whether
it’s launching leads
and PVA bags to the
horizon or battling
hard fighting fish
at close range, the
DominatorX rods keep
you in control. The butt
and lower tip section
features full 1k woven
carbon with a sleek
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Fuji DPS-18 Reel
Seat, black anodised
collars, slim shrink
wrap handle and laser
etched butt cap. Do
not let the low-cost fool
you, trust me when
I say that QUALITY
HAS NOT BEEN
COMPRIMISED.
Until the next time.
Enjoy your angling
adventures and stay
safe while bankside.
Matt Whalley
Deep Blue
Particles – www.
deepblueparticles.
com
Rhino Tech Angling
Vass Waders
J Precision Hooks
Sonik Sports
Deeper
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Serious Carp Socials (SCS) –
Willow Park by Dave Bennion
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The fifth Serious Carp Social of 2018 was held from 25th – 27th May at
Willow Park Fishery in Aldershot. The complex comprises 3 lakes and
SCS had exclusive booking of the “Big Lake” which is the specimen lake
and has:
•
22 bark chipped pegs with plenty of double and triple areas
•
Depths of 4-8ft deep with gravel bars
•
350+ head of specimen carp
This was SCS’s first visit to Willow Park and it took a bit longer than
recent socials to fully sell out but with 21 anglers attending and there
being a total of 30 swims it meant there was plenty of room to spread out.

Everyone met at the fishery for 8am on the Friday to eat breakfast at the
excellent onsite café. There were quite a few new faces on this social
but as usual everyone soon got to know each other as they waited for
the draw at 9.00am. The weather had been terrible driving down with
persistent heavy rain which was a shame considering the week leading
up to this had been a scorcher. Anyway the rain eased off and stopped by
10am with the rest of the day being cloudy but dry and warm. The draw
for swims was made at 9.00 and there was time for a bit of swapping
swims so that mates could fish together on some of the double and triple
swims. After the draw Tremayne handed out bags with samples from the
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companies that sponsor the socials.
Fishing started at 10am and the conditions could not have been better so
everyone was expecting a good haul over the next 48 hours.
All the swims are well maintained and some anglers where lucky enough
to have a double swim to themselves. This was swim 29/30 with one
angler.

At this point PJM Productions had the drone up taking some aerial
photos of the lake.
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The first fish cam out at about 12.30 to Mike Smiffy in swim 15 and was a
13jb mirror. He quickly followed this up with a 12lb 8oz common.

There was to be no more fish
landed until approx. 5.30 pm
when Dave Bennion had a
small but beautiful mirror out of
swim 29. Then just before dark
Terence West landed a 20lb
Mirror from swim 9.
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We had expected more on this first day given the conditions but things
were about to live up to expectations over the next 24/36 hours.
By 7.00am Gavin Lambert in swim 5 had landed 3 fish .

As usual on these socials the BBQ starts at midday and everyone gathers
in the BBQ area to fill up on the excellent food, have a couple of beers
and share stories. After a couple of hours anglers started to return to their
swims and this is when it really picked up with many fish caught.
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Within 20 minutes of returning to swim 29 Dave Bennion caught a 21.2lb
Common.
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In the early hours of Sunday morning we experienced a fierce but
amazing electrical storm over the lake. This change in weather seemed
to switch the fish on and from late Saturday afternoon until the end of the
social another 19 fish where caught.
Harry Robinson swim 20 had 4 fish.
Trever Brewster in swim 10 had one.
Tremayne Sergent in swim 12
had one.
Michael Whitney in swim 19 had
5 fish.
Sean Fullick had 3 fish.
Phil Dawes had 2 fish.
Mark Port had a fish.
Mike Preedy had a fish.
Gavin Lambert had another fish
from swim 5.
Another great social at a fantastic
complex and we now look forward
to the next one at Sandhurst on
the Yateley complex in June.
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TEAM PALLATRAX
JOIN THE REVOLUTION NOW!
WWW.PALLATRAX.CO.UK/TEAM-PALLATRAX
TEL: 01409 240042 / 241135
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Catch
Reports
Featuring -

Mark Wozencroft, White Springs
Fishery, Brooms Cross Fishery,
Pallatrax, Oscar Goyvus, James
Henshaw, Matt Englad, Gemma
Williams, Francis Donovan,Chris
Dodds, Aaron Cameron, Castaway
PVA Team.

Mark Wozencroft has only gone and done it!!! He has only gone and smashed
his personal best again!! Fishing on Horton Church Lake, Wuzy took the
opportunity to do some surface fishing and using a C.C.Moore duo floater
hookbait he only went and hooked into “Alfie”... Once on the bank “Alfie” bent
the needle round to a whopping 46lb 8oz... A new personal best for the Welsh
Carping wizard! Congratulations Mark, from all at Talking Carp.
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Alan Evans with
Bailey at 34lb
6oz

Darren Morgan
with Mr Happy
at 31lb 12oz

Graeme Andrew
with a lovely
ghostie
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Alan Evans with
Two Scale at
30lb 11oz

Kevin Edwards
with Warrior at
39lb

Craig Birch with
Bruno at 42lb
7oz
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Mick Pollington
34lb 1oz

Llyr Edwards
20lb common
carp

Ross Cable 23lb
mirror
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Simon Clayton
with Button at
32lb 4oz

Teddy Beaver
with a 21lb 7oz
koi carp
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A.J Morris
with a 17lb
5oz pretty
mirror

Alan Evans 29lb 12oz
mirror named Scar

Alan
Evans
23lb 6oz
mirror
carp
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Carl Jones with a morning call from Jimmy at 30lb
10oz

Luke Mclnerney
with his second
carp in a
24hr session,
Eclipse at 25lb
12oz

Johnny Martlew wi

ith his new PB mirror at 24lb
4oz

Luke McInerney with the first of two carp
on his fist session at Brooms Cross, with
Starburst at 30lb
2oz

Tony Sumner
26lb 12oz on
a pop up from
Upper Alt lake
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Adam Hale with
some lovely
surface caught
carp using the
Gripz hooks
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Alex Sheldon with
a few caught on
the Stonze and
Gripz hooks
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Paul Warrillow with a new personal best weighing in at 31lb from Baden
Hall. Pallatrax Crave boilie in a matching glug, method mix around the
Stonze weight and Gripz hook to finish the winning set up!
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Catch Reports

Oscar Goyvus with his first carp. Taken off
the surface with breadcrust. Well done Oscar!

James henshaw with a fish named Scar at
24lb 10oz taken off the surface

Catch Reports
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Matt England sent us this terrific catch
report in…
“After deciding to take a day off work,
I decided to go fishing Sunday for 24
hours at my syndicate ‘White lakes’ in
Essex.
When I arrived, I had the whole lake to
myself, so I set about looking for signs
of fish and a swim to choose.

2 or 4 if I wanted to.

After seeing a few fish fizzing and
topping in the bay on the top end of
the wind, peg 3 was by far the best
choice, as I could put a rod into swim

I started to lead about and found 3 nice solid patches one at 14 wraps, one at 18.5
wraps and the other 15.5 wraps to an island.
All 3 areas were within 12-18 inches from thick reeds and snags.
I then spodded about 2-3kg of pellet, corn & galaxy baits salmon & spider crab boilie
soaked in match glug over all 3 spots.
Deciding that I would use a slip d rig this session I began to tie a few rigs using
‘skinfull’ in green - 25lb Breaking strain.
Armed with freshly spooled FLX 15lb
mainline, braided rig tubing, freefall
lead clips and tail rubbers I put all my
rods on their spots, secured the rods,
tightened the clutch and waited patiently
for that first bite.
The first bite came at around 4pm,
being a 18lb 5oz fully scaled ghostie.
Then shortly after a nice big chunky
common.
The session continued like this until
4am where I now had landed 7 fish to
31lb.”
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Catch Reports

Gemma Williams went to the Fendrod lake Llansamlet
Swansea for a few hours. I Had a short walk around the
lake and settled on peg 29 (The snags) I sorted out my
rods but could see a few fish topping between the Lilly pads
& Fallen tree to the left of the peg... so I threw out some
free offerings of bread & Dog biscuits to keep them active
whilst I changed over one rod. I was using the Viper Crank
hook, I slowly made my way through the bushes to see
a monster 22lb Ghostie munching away! I flicked out my
bait a few feet ahead of him and he went straight for it my
heart was in my mouth. He tried to pull me under the tree,
but I managed to get him back under and get him in the
net within a few minutes. I was Absolutely buzzing my first
fish out of Fendrod!! The hook hold was spot on and didn’t
move at all, can’t wait to get back down there.

Catch Reports
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Francis Donovan with a 21lb 7oz caught on
Sticky Peach n Pepper pop up

Chris Dodds with a Moss Nook common carp
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Catch Reports

Aaron Cameron went to
Linear for the first time
for a 24hour session
and managed to bank
8 fish. “I decided to fish
on B1 in a little bay were
i had seen some fish. I
was fishing at 17 wraps
on a gravel spot and on
a sunken island just to
the left of that spot.
I had a 21lb,
23.10lb,17lb,21.14lb,
18.10lb,25.12lb,19.13lb
and a 12lb. First couple
of fish fell to pva bag
rigs tied with the Viper
Curve shank hook, rest
of the fish was landed
with Ronnie rigs with
pop up corn and the
viper chod hooks.”
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Barry Oconnor
36lb 12oz

Mike Freestone
41lb 10oz
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Adam Honeysett with some
absolute BEASTS caught using
Castaway PVA products
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The L

Publisher of limit
hardback and paper

www.L-E-P

In the Still of the Night

Historical Carp Waters

By Andrew Spreadbury

By Chris Ball

£29.95
Limited Edition Hardback

£29.95
Hardback Edition

Little Egret Press
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ted edition fishing books in luxury leather bound,
rback formats. Superb quality books at great value.
To see our full range please visit our website.

P.com

Phone: 07909 090 983
Email: booksales@l-e-p.com

Royalty Days
By Bob Buteux

Tony Miles
The End of the Line

£24.95
Limited Edition Hardback

£29.95
Limited Edition Hardback
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Talking
Foreign
Featuring -

Barringtons Lake - France
Jurassica 2 - France
Carp Gran canaria
Le Lees - France
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Barringtons Lake
France
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Week 4 was a Dutch week with a family group using
the chalet and our old friend Edwin and his fishing
friend Robbie.
Jeroen caught a fish of 34lb1oz on his birthday and
then waited until the last day to catch two more 30’s.
He was in swim 2 with Dennis, Willem fished from the
Jetty and Jan from swim 7. Ewald didn’t fish as he
came to enjoy walks in the countryside and to cook
for the family.

Barringtons Lake - France
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Edwin and Robbie did a short week of Sunday to
Friday morning and Robbie started in swim 4 but
moved to swim 6. Edwin had swim 5 and had 17
carp to 37lb12oz and the smallest was 22lb.
55 carp were landed this week including 15 x
20’s and 27 x 30’s to 37lb12oz.
Best wishes from
Yve & Barry French
Email y.french@orange.fr
Tel: Yvonne on 0033642924819 or Barry on
0033788620976

Neil Chapman with a 52lb7oz Mirror
carp caught using an RBA baits
Toffee and Banana Wafter on a
size 2 D-rig over
maize and particle mix

Call now to book or for information
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Talking Foreign

Talking Foreign
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Le Lees Carp Fishery Le Croisty
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Le Lees Carp Fishery

Welcome everyone to LE LEES Carp Fishery.
We are a new venue officially opened this year. It is a family run
venue, by myself, Matt, Tracie my partner and my son Thai.
Its been tough and we have been working hard to get the place
ready for fishing this year. We purchased the place 3 yrs ago in a
small rural village in brittany called Le Croisty.
With limited stock from a few pounds to 36lb. It is a 2 and a half
acre lake, set in 6 acres of wood surrounded by fields. island in
one corner with lilies in 2 corners,
The depths range from 7/8 feet around island gradually
shallowing to around 2ft. We had the lake netted in 2016 and
removed all the small roach, rudd and carp under 10lb. We put
back over 80 carp from the netting in november that year and by
february 2017 we introduced the new stock which ranged from
28lb to 48lb.Some pics of this attached.
Our carp now go over 50lb. We estimate the lake has 150+ carp.
We did not start this adventure to earn a ton of money, we started
this for the love we have of fishing and to bring pleasure to others
like minded.
We are a drive and survive venue for this year, with plans to
introduce 5 small cabins as the venue grows. There is a caravan
with cooker, water and toilet.We understand that fishing here in
France can be very expensive, which is why we have priced our
place to help make fishing here more affordable.

Le Lees Carp Fishery
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Our price over the winter months ( november 1st to march 31st )
is 130 euros PPPW. 1st april to 31st october 150 euros.
We also do an evening meal at 50 euros pppw.
Lake exclusive for upto 5 carpers with an evening meal is 750
euros pw.
Book a weekend from friday to sunday for 70 euros PP, or ask us
for days to suite you and we will give you a great price.
At the moment we are doing a deal for any week this year ( if
booked before the end of march 2018) you can get lake exclusive
for upto 5 carpers with evening meal for 600 euros.
A 50 euro PP deposit ( non refundable) secures your booking.
We also do a membership which runs from when you join for 1
year for 500 euros PP. Membership card and key supplied.
Anymore info required, ferries, directions, reviews and more pics
please visit our FB page.
Thank you for reading and we hope to see some of you on the
bank landing some of our fantastic carp here in france.
Tight lines and may the carp gods bless you all. Best wishes

Matt, Tracie and Thai.
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Le Lees Carp

p Fishery
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This months advertisers Pages 92 - 95 ACA - Anglers Charity Auctions
Page 179 - Advanced Fishery Services
Pages 120 - 121 - Castaway PVA
Pages 139 Chashire Particles
Page 85 - Carping Mad 3
Page 86 - Distance Keeper
Page 152 - 153 - Elite Tackle
Page 103 - Finygo
Page 5 - Galaxy Baits
Page 140 - Hazy’s Tackle
Page 15 - Hooked On Baits
Page 129 - Kryston
Pages 2, 113, 205 - Mainline Baits
Page - 23, 162 - 163 - Pallatrax
Page 172 - 173 - Phat fish
Pages 24 - 31 - RidgeMonkey
Page 188 - 189 - The Little Egret Press
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Thankyou for reading and as
always your continued support
Please send your articles and catch reports
by the 28th June 2018 for next months
magazine
brian.dixon@talking carp.co.uk
buggy@talkingcarp.co.uk
talkingcarpinfo@gmail.com

The Carp magazine
for Carp anglers written by
YOU !!!!!!!
‘The Talking Carp Team’
Brian Dixon
Mark Faulkner
Mark Galli
Dave Harnick Snr

